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ABSTRACT

This thesis is an experimental study of laminar free

convecti-ve heat transfer from an isothennal cylinder to water

near 4oC. The free convection process in the vicinity of a

bulk water ternperature of 4oC is greatLy i¡fluenced by the

naxj:n¡n density of water at this temperature. Under certain

circutstances, both positive and negative buoyancy forces can

exist si¡rlultaneously ìn different parts of the boundary Layet,

The presence of these two opposing forces complicates both

the nature of the flow patterns and the distribution and mag-

nitude of the surface heat flixes.

Several irnrestlgators have studied the general prob-

leur of free convectÌon from horizontal cylinders and analytic-

al and empiri'Éal r4odeLs haye been constructed to describe this

process. M-rcTr- work has also been done on the melting of ice in

different configurations in water near 4oC, as well as on free

convection frorn vertical flat plates to water in this ternpera-

ture region, Models have been proposed to describe the nature

of the bidirectional flow phenomenon in this area and to 1o-

cate the boundaries between different flow regions. No'such

work has o-een perfoutred for an isothermal horizontal cylinder

iï water near 4oC,
i:i

Tlie first objective of this experirnent was to measure
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the local heat fluxes on an isothennal horizontaL cylinder in

water near 4oC, for the four different flow regimes rvhich ex-

ist in this tenperature region. A horizontal cylinder v¡as con-

structed, wíth twelve separately controlled heaters mounted

around the perìphery. By individually adjusting the power to

each heater, arL isothennal surface could be maintained.

T?re results of fifty-six tests, performed for a

range of surface temperatures from 4.ó4oC to I7.94oC and bulk

water tørperatures from 1.07oC to 16.18oC, verified that the

boimdaries between different flow regions, defined for a ver-

tical flat plate, appl-ied to the horizontal cylinder problem

as we11. In addition, the fonn of the loca1 heat flux distrib'

utions, ìn unidirectional floru regions, coincided with those

deriyed by- previous investigators. The nature of the loca1 heat

f1tx distributions in regions of bidirectional flow provided

more i¡sight lnto the cornplex relationship between the two

opposing buoyancy forces in this region.

TIie second major objective was to try to correlate

the average heat transfer results with one or more of the var-

iables of physical importance in the two unidirectional and

two bidirectional flow regions. The correlating equations of

a¡ earlier experÌnental irrvestigation were modified to app1-y

to the average heat transfer results fron a horizontal cylin-

der and were fitted to the experimental data of the present

work. Although there \^Ias a good deal of experimental scatter
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in the results, in general, they agreed with the correlations.

With the aid of these correlations, accurate estimations of

the rates of heat transfer from horizortta! cylinders to water

can be made in this temperature range.
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a - a constant used by Hermann (Appendix I), dimen-
sionless 

^ -1 ,,.-.
A - constants used by Yuill, oC-1 or dimensionless ::ì ':'r

b - Langnuirts film diarneter, cm.

- a constant used by Hermann (Appendix I), dimen-
sionless 

';:""t.'"'
B - Langmuirrs film thiclcress for a plane surface, r'"' '

cm' :. .j:.

- constants used by Yuill, d.imensionless, oc-l ot 
:r":r': :::

oc-2

- buoyancy force per unit mass, an./secz
?tB - Rice's filn thiclcress for a cylinder, (b-D) f 2, cm. 

l

c - a constant used. by Hermann (Appendix I), d.imen
sionless

c-- - specific heat of a fluid, Joule/gn-oCp

C - various correlating constants, dimensionless

Cr - a heat transfer constant used in region I, di-- mensionless 
: :..:::

CtI_* - a.heat transfer constant used in region II-N, ,'-.,,'r'Ì,i',

dimensionless 
,', ',,

Ctl-,S - a.heat transfer constant used in region II-.S, """" '

dimensionless

CIII_'V - 1¡"?l transfer constant used in regions III and
rv, clmens]-onress

Cì - a heat transfer constant used in region II-N, .,i ,.. .:t-' dimensionless

- a hreat transfer constant used in region II-S,
dimensionless
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d - a constant used by Hermann (Appendix I), dimen-
sionless

D - cylinder, wire or sphere dianeter, cn.

-- constants used by Yui11, dìmensionless, oC-1 ot
oc'4

DI,Z,S - constants in the oçression for density (Appen-

dix IV), oC-1 '-2''3
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f - Hermannf s azimuth function (Appendix I), dimen-
sionless

F - Hermannrs azimuth function (Appendix I), dinen-
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- Merk and Prins' azimuth function (AppendÍx II) ,
dimensionless

- a constant used by Yuil1, dimensionless

g - gravítational acceleration, *r/r".2
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- Hermarurrs azimuth function (Appendix I), dimen- 
r

sionless
*-g" - Rayleigh nttnber finction (equation I-22), dimen-

sionless

gc - gravitational constant, gn-m/N-se.2 
r,r,;,,.go - a.constant used by Hermann (Appendix I), dimen- ' ," sionless .

G - Hermannf s azjmuth function (Appendix I), dimen-
sionless

- Merk and Prins I azintutln finction (Appendix II) ,
dimensionless

- constants used by Yuill, d.imensionlessroc-l ot
oc-3

Gr - Grashof nunber, ggepD3/vz, dimensionless

^r{Gr" - Grashof mmber modified by Yuil1 (equation 1-54
or V-10), dimensionless
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Gr' - nodified. Grashof m¡nber used by Dyer, gg[D4/kv?,
dimensìonless

- non-NewLonian Grashof m.nnber used by Gentry and

wollershe tm, (p/*)2 .rn+Z. ¡goen) 
2-n, dimensionless

h - surface conductance (heat transfer coefficient),
w/qrl ^oc

h'h",etc. - coefficients used i¡ Merk and Prinst azimuthL L ftnction (Appendix IT), dimensionless

H - It4erk and Prins' azimuth function (Appendix II) ,
dimensionless

k - thermal conductivity of fluid, Vcm-oc

L - length of cylinder or flat plate, cn.

m - an exponent used by Yuill, dimensionless

tlr*Z - constants used by Koh, dimensionless

M -- Prandtl ntrnber frmction(Appendix II), dimension-
less i

n - flow behaviour inde>c for non-Newlonian fluids,
dimensionless

- an exponent used by Yuill, dimensionless

n'rn' - constants used by Koh and Price, dimensionless
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p - Hermann's velocity fi.urction (Appendix I), dimen-
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P - a density firnction defined by Yui11 (Appendix V),
dimensionless

n'rrr Zr3r4 - constants used in the expression for the Prandtl .:..,.,-,.

m.rnber (Appendix rv), dirnensionless,oc-l '2'3'4 
'i::::;'::¡"' 

'

Pr - Prandtl nunber, tc_^/k, dfunensionless
p'
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Prf - Prandtl ni.unber for non-Newtonian fluids, focn/kj.

I*/pl z/.(n+I). 
o Cl-n) / [1+n) . Isoenl¡ 

3 (n-I) /2 (n*1) 
,

dimensionless

q - Herma¡n¡s radial coordinate (Appendix I) , dirnen-
sionless

q - specific heat transfer rate, W/*rZ

a a density firnction defined by Yuill (Appendix V),
dimensionless

q -, heat transfer rate, Watt

r - radius of cylinder, cm.

3a - Rayleigh m¡nber, Gr:Pr, dimensionless

ß,e * Reynolds m.mber, uD/v , djmensionless

& o 1ocal thermal resistance, .Z-jC/W

s - Langmuirrs shape factor (equation 1-3), cm.

s",S.,,etc. - coefficients in Merk and Prinsf sine ftrnctionL L 
[Appendix II), dÌynensionless

t - Hermannrs temperature function (Appendix I),
di:nensionless

t* = time required. for heated layer to descend (or
rise) to leyel of cylinder (equation 1-46), sec.

T - temperature, oC

To - equivalent temperature ratio, 0_/T ., dimen-e sionless P' @

u - tangential velocity, cn/sec.

ul - Merk and Prinst tangential velocity function* (Appendix II), cm/sec.

v - radial velocity, cn/sec.

Vlr.r3 - constants used in the expression for dynamic

viscosity [Appendix IV) , oc-l' -2 
'-3
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W - rvidth of tank in the plane normal to the longi-
tudinal axis of the cylinder (Figure 4b), cm.

x -, tangential coordinate, crn.

y - radial coordinate, cm.

Y = distance from the centerline of the cylinder to
the free surface [Figure 4b), qn.

Z - Yuill's buoyancy fr-rnction, a - 0.02825, dimen-
sionless

GREEK SYIVIBOIS

o - thernal diffusivity of fluid, .2/t".. 
,

- Yui1l's buoyancy fi.rnction (Appendix V), dimen- l

sionless

ß - thermal expansion coefficient, oc-l

y - a constant used by Hennann (Appendix I), dimen-
sionless 

i

- Yuillts angle of rotation, radians
l

ô - boundary layer thiclcress, cm. i

e - a constant used by Hermarur (Appendix I), d,imen- ::.. ,.,..
sionless i.',,.='i,',

e - stream firnction, dimensionless ''. "':'"
1:.': :j j

n - radial coordinate, dimensionless

0 - tetnperature difference, T - T-, oC

K _v specific heat ratio for a gas, dimensionless 
ii,,,,,1,.,,._.,,,

- consistency index for non-Newtonian fluids , ':': "'-'r:':

, 2=ng!/sn--sec

I - mean free path of a gas, cil.
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u - dynarnic (or absolute) viscosity, gm/cn-sec.

u - kinenatic viscosity of a fluid, . 2¡r...

E - tangential coordinate, x/r, dimensionless

- angle, degrees ,,.,,,,;

p - density, gr/cn3

o - root mean square deviation, varying dirnensions

=. €rccorÏlfnodation coefficient for a gas, dimensionless 
,,.:-,,r,r.,

x : non=dirnensional point in the boundary Iayer :'"''

r¡¡here 0 = 0-r dimensionless :::.::.,.r;

r - shear stress , N/^2 
:r:: :r:

- temperature function, o/ap, dimensionless

O - Langmuirfs conductivity ftrnction (equation I-2),
Nlqn.

-- YuillÎs temperature firnction, oC

:

o - N{adden and Firetts heat transfer firnction (equa-
tion 1=25) , dimensionless

rir - stretrn fttrction, *rT/t".
(, =. Herma¡xrrs tangential coordinate (Appendix I),

dimensionless 
, ., ,CI - point in the boirirdary layer where g = g-r ctn. ..::.:;.:::

SUBSCRIPTS AND SIIPERSCRIPTS

crit. _ at the point of transition to turbulence 
,,.,,,,,,,.:

D - evaluated for a cylinder of diameter D i'::':-.:.

f - evaluat ed at the film temperature
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CTAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to the Problem

The density of. rnost fluids decreases with tempera-

ture in a linear manner. However, four fluids, water, antimony,

gallium and bignuth e>chibit a density anomaly. They all possess

a naxfurn¡n density at some temperature above their freezing

points. In the particular case of water, which is the most a-

bundant liquid on this planet, the maximum dénsity occurs at

4oc,

Fluid flows which are primarlly a result of forced

convection are not affected to arry great extent by this den-

sity phenomenon, since density gradients are relatively unim-

portant, free convective flows are initiated and maintained

b) clensitX differences wlthin the fluid. Hence, the peculiar

ilensit¡ di:strlbution of water is bound to have a significant

effect blotli on the nat-ure of the flow pattern and on the mag-

nr'tude of the free corn¡ection heat transfer in this region.

The tenperature at which the maximr.¡n density occurs

ma¡ not, at first, seenÌ to be significant but it must be re-

menù-ered that ln moderate to high latit-udes, all natural

Irodies of w¿ter pass through this temperature twice yearJry,

mth the advent of arctic and sub-arctic resource develop-



ment, any process which occurs in a body of water may be

close to this temperature for the entire year. For example,

heat transfer from heated underwater pipelines will be great-

1y influenced by this phenomenon. Since the horizontal cy1-

inder is a connnon engineering configuration, it is inportant

to increase our looiarledge of faeiious aspects of free con-

vection heat transfer from isothermal horizontal cylinders

to rrater near 4oC.

1.2 Desc_ription of the Phenonenon

The effect of the density gradient on the flow re-

girngs about a fLat plate has been studied previously. Vanier

[43] solved the differential equations for the flow field in

the regions where sinilarity sôlutions were valid. Yuill [48]

extended tlr-is analysis both analytically and experimentally

to include the entire range of ternperatures. The flow field

a-round a horizontal cylinder hras not expected to be radically

different, especially for a large radius cylinder.

The map of different modes of free convective flow,

shor¡¡n in Figure 1, resulted fron these analyses. It clearly

shoss regions of pure dor,unflow, bidirectional flow and pure

upflow. With the bulk temperature at OoC, the zones may be

physically ìnterpreted as follows. For a surface temperature

between OoC and SuCn the heated fluid in the bor.rndary layer

I ':.: ¡:
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is denser than the bulk fluid and descends. Between 8oC and

I2.4oC, the fluid. adjacent to the surface is lighter than the

bulk fluid but the net motion is stil1 dournward since the

shear stress exerted by the outer part of the bor¡rdary layer ,: ,:,:,,,i.
is enougþ to overcome the difference in density. At L2.4oC,

the velocity gradient at the surface is zero, which means

that the buoyancy and shear forces are balanced. At tempera- 
',;:;,;,.:'.,,..tures between I2.4oC and.26.8oC, bidirectional flow will oc- ':..;i: 'ir::l

cur; r.rpflohr near the surface and dovmflow towards the outer ,,,-t,.,,,.,

edge of the bowrdary layer. The relative nagnitude of these

two regions change as the temperature increases. At tempera- 
,

tures above 26.8oC, the inner upward flowing part of the

bor-rrdary Layer predoninates. The shear force it exerts on the

heavy outer part of the bor:ndary Iayer is great enough so 
r

that the flow is purely upward above this point. At bulk tem- :

peratures above OoC, the transition points between flow re- 
i

gimes wi1 change but the same general behaviour persists.

Naturally, at bulk temperatures above 4oC, in the heated : 
,,.,',,,.'
:1 :: ..1 

.

. plate region, the flow will be purely upward, since the ,_,-,,.,,,,,i,,

boundary Layer rust, by definition, be lighter than the bulk 
'r:::'

fluid.



1.3 Review of Previous hlork

1.3.1 Freê Côrivêction Frorn HoriZontal Cylinders

The first analytíc investigation of heat transfer

from horizontal cylinders was carried out by langmuir l22l in , ,r.,

191'2, By studying free convective heat transfer from high

temperature wires to different gases, he concluded that the

doninant heat transfer mechanism was radial- conduction ,.,, r.,,

through a stationaty kayer, or filrn, surrounding the wire. "''"-

This he deduced frorn the fact that in gases, even at high ,',,',,

temperatures, the velocity of the gas hras very smal1 while

th-e thermal conductivity became appreciable. As a verifica- :

tionofthishypothesis,hepresentedtheresu1tsofhisex-
l

periments which showed that the heat loss was independent of 
l
l

the orientation of the wire, which would not have been the 
i

i

case if most of the heat was being carried away by convective 
l

cutrents. The analytic solution of this problern then became: l

ô = n""t transfer rate

= s(0* - ó ) .(1-1)-'p '@'

where 6 = conductivity function

= fTk.dr Í-z)J6't *' G-2) 
i ,,..i;.,,

s = shape factor r';-:::;

= ZrL/In(b/D) (1-3)

: - : ì-:..r'1:.



and b.ln(b/D) = 2B . (1-4)

The subscripts p and - referred to the conductivity finction

evaluated at the surface and bulk water temperatures respect- .,,, ,:

ively, k was the thermal conductivity of the fluid, L was the

cylinder length, D was the cylinder diameter and b was Lang-

muirrs fiLn thiclcress f.or a cylinder. B was the equivalent :,,;: 
,;,,'..

filn thiclaress for a pl-ane surface and was constant for a '::':;::

specific gas. For air at roorn temperature and pressure, Lang- ,',::',.':,,::,

nuirfoirndB=0.43.

Davis [4], in the early L920ts, looked at the prob- ,

lem from a dinensional analysis point of view. He utilized

Boussinesqrs hypothesis which stated that: 
i

inltrn = F(gßenD3oz.nz /k2¡ .f(pcnv/k) . . . . (1-s)

where q i^ras the heat transfer rate per unit area, 0n was the

difference between the surface and bulk water temperatures,

g hras the acceleration of gravity, ß was the thermal expansion

coefficient of the fluid, p was the density of the fluid, cn

was the specific heat of the fluid and v was the kinematic

viscosity of the fluid. He dropped the second function, assum-

ing that the Frandtl mrnber, pcnv/kt was constant for all

fluids and oqperinentally determined the following relat-ion-

shiB:



' 2,0.233qD/ke* = C.(Gr.Pr-)
P

(1- 6)

uhere Gr was the Grashof nunber, gge^D3/rZ urd Pr was thep

Prandtl nunber, vcO/k. Davis tsl later discovered that omit-

ting this ftrnction was not valid, especially f.ot fluids, md

so determined thatl

qD/ko- = F[Gr'Pr) ...
v

Around the same period of time, Rice I32l combined

Langnuirts filn theory with Davisr djmensional analysis to

find a relationship for B*, th" filn thiclcress for cylinders:

B* = s .a6-lùr/',Co/r)t/o (1-8)

where p r,{as the dynamic yiscosity of the fluid The constants

4nd exponents were determined experimentally. He formd that

for long cylinders and very large filrn thiclaresses:

He also fou:rd that for large cylinders with conparatively

slnall film thiclanesses :
i.: i.: ir

û
s = IDL/B (1 -10)



The experimental results of Langnuir (air), Ayrton

and Kilgour [air), Kennelly Cair), Petavel (air, hydrogen,

ocygen and carbon dioxide) and Davis (toluene, carbon tet-

rachloride, anilene, olive oil a¡rd glycerine) were in good

agreernent with equations G.8) and (1-9) .

The theory was later extended by Rice I33l to take

into account the yariatÌon of the convective heat losses at

1ow temperatures with t}re 5/4 por{ier of the tenperature dif-

ference, by including ß and en in the dirnensional analysis

of ttre e>çression for the film thickness:

B*7D = z.rz(Gr.w1-r/4 (1 -11)

Up until this point in time, aII of the work on

free convection from horizontal cylinders had either been

confined to ernpirical correlations of experirnental data or

to very simplified theoretical considerations. No attenpt had

been made to solve the ful1 Navier-Stokes equations because

of their erctrerne complexity . A nnjor breakthrough in the

analytic investigation of the free convective flow phenom-

enon came in 1930, when Schnidt and Bectrsnarìn [38] first

suggested applying the approximations of boundary 1.ayet

theory to simplify the full Navier-Stokes equations. The



resulting partial differential equations were transformed by

Pohlhausen [30], for a vertical flat surface, into ordinary

differential equations with one independent variable. To

solve these equations, five boundary conditions uiere required,

three at the surface and two at the freestream. The conver-

gence of the solution, however, was much too slow and so

Pohlhausen used Schnidt and Beclanannrs experimental results

for air, to obtain two more bor.rndary conditions at the wall.

His results were therefore restricted to air.

Jodlbauer [19], three years later, extensively

measured the temperature and velocity fields around heated

pipes and compared his results with the theory of similarity

of flow fields, discussed by Davis and also by Schnidt and

Beclanann for the flat plate. This data has been used by nany

people, since that time, as a check against theoretical pre-

dictions.

The most extensive work on this subject hlas per-

fonned by Hermann [18] in 1936. He transformed the partial

differential equations into ones which were identical to

those solved by Pohlhausen for a vertical f1.at plate (Appen-

dix I). The transformation used by Hermann was not exactly

correct and as a result, his azimuth fi¡nctions, f(6) and g(g),

were oveïdetermined (i.e. three equations in two unlcrowns).

However, his results compared quite favorably with those of
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Jodlbauer [19]. They were:

u(x,y) = tangential velocity

= (v/r) . (crlB) r/2t(e)s(6)p' (q) . . . (1-12)

e (x,y) = T -_ T-

= ep.t(q) ... (1-13)

h(x) = local heat transfer coefficient

= - (k/r) . (9,r/ 8)r/ a 
eE)t' (0) . . (1-14)

lfu(x) = local lfusselt m.rnber 
i

= -2(Gr/8)L/aeE)t'(o) . (1-1s)

l

ilF = average Nusselt m¡nber

= ED/k

= -2(Gr/8)r/4.e't'(o) (1-16)

''''.
tt 

:t: ::,_

x r,\ras the tangential coordi¡rate, y was the radlàl coordinate, ' 
,t,',¡,,,',,',.;,,;

r was the radius of the cylinder, T was the temperature, T- '

was the bulk water temperature and t , 9., t(q), f(g) and g(g)

are defined in Appendix I. Hermann graphically integrated 
,,, 

,,,,.,..

g(6)'and found that g = 0.616. Using Pohlhausen's results for r:::::'::

air (Pr = 0.733), t'(0) = -0.508 and:
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. .1/4
Nu = 0.372(Gr)-' Q-L7)

He compared the solutions for a horizontal cylinder and for a

flat plate and found that: ,,,,r, 
i,l,

1) if GrO = GrL (i.e. D = L)

then -Nu'- = 0.777
D

2) if Fo = h-,

then L = 2.76 D ... ... (1-19)

Also of interest was Hermannts work on the tran-

sition to turbulence in free convective flow over a horizon-

tal cylinder. He found that the critical Reynolds nunber,

based on the boundary layer thicla:ess, R"ô,crít. = 285 for a

cylinder, which is considerably less than the critical

Reynolds m¡nber for forced convection. Using this number and

his theoretically derived fonmrla:

neu(e) = 0.357 GrL/q.f(q) .... (1-20)

a formula for the critical Granhof m¡nber and the position of

the onset of turbulence r4ras determined:

Grcrit. = [8oo/f(g.rit.)]4 (1-21)

NtL (1-18)

l, ...



\i;-:iti211.;j'i.

T2

For Gr < 3.5 x 108, the flow was laminar over the entire ry1-

inder. At Gr = 3.5 x 108, turbulence appeared at E = n (the

top of the cylinder). At Gr = 3 x 109, the flow was turbulent

from g = r/2 upward (the middle of the cylinder). Fina11y,

frorn his test results, Hermann discovered that after the on-

set of turbulence, Nu * GtI/3 because of the increased mixing

due to the turbulent exchange of momentul and energy.

A third subject which Hermann studied was the cor-

relation of the results of several previous investigators,

principally at lower values of the Grashof ntmber. He pre-

sented 1og-1og graphs of Nu versus Gr for the data of Ayrton

and Kilgour, Langmuir, Bijlevelt, KennellyrWright and Bijl-
evelt, Petavel, Wamsler and Koch. All of these erperiments

were performed in air and for the most part on wires of small
-Adiameters (10 - < Gr < 10). Only the data of Wamsler and of

Koch represented heat transfer from cylind.ers of any appreci-

able size (104 . Gr . 107). The point of interest in this

representation of. ðata was that in the higher r¿mge of Gras-

hof ni¡nbers, the results could be represented by a single

straight line while for Grashof m¡nbers below 10, the curves

of the different erperimenters diverged and. levelled out at

Gr . 10-4 to constant but different values of Nu.

The reason for this divergence was thought to be

the invalidity of the bormdary Layer approximations at very

l,', ,.4 ,: :

i.',

r.: l)
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slnall values of the Grashof ntunber, where the thiclcress of

the bonndary layer with respect to the diameter of the cylin-

der and also the curvature of the surface became signifi-

cant. Hermann reasoned that in this region, fluid velocities

were smal1 and conditions were very close to those of static

heat conduction, which was il agreement with Langmuirts film

theory. By introducing a new variable, T" = ln/T*, he found

that a single curve of Nu versus Gr could be obtained for

arry specific value of T". Also, the Nusselt nunber decreased

as T" increased, since this was equivalent to lowering T_ for

a constant value of Tn, the surface temperature, which iltro-

duced more cold fluid into the boundary Layer, resulting in

a lower average value of the thermal conductivity.

During the 1940rs, Elenbaas [13] incorporated Lang-

mtirrs filn theory with previous work done by Hermann, to

more thoroughly describe the free convection process from

wires at low values of the Rayleigh ntrnber (Ra = Gr.Pr). He

agreed with Hermann's conclusion that the rate of heat tra¡rs-

fer at 1ow Rayleigh mlnbers must be affected by T", as well

as by Gr and Pr. Combining this assunption with the fifun

theory, Elenbaas derived:

px';,p
/e (Gr.Pr)* G-22)

P

t - ':
t.' t.a



I4

where the subscripts p and f referred to properties eval-

uated at the surface and filn temperatures respectively. For
A*

Ra < 10-, C = 0.16 and g (Gr.Pr)p = constant = 1. Therefore,

for Ra . 104:

%'"*c-zlMt) = 0.16(cr'm)f/ ....(r-23)

For larger values of the Rayleigh m.mber, the frnction
*g (Gr.Pr),.,, J.ncreased and exp(-z/Mr) * 1. From experiment, it

P

was concluded that g*¡Gr.Pr¡* * (crpr)1/12. Th"t"fore, for,'pt-p

Ra >> 104:

ñu = CfGrPrl l/4p"p G-24)

which was identical to the form of Hermannfs heat transfer

relation.

Elenbaas and previous investigators had assuned

that the temperature of the fluid at the surface was at the

same temperature as the surface. This is valid for gases, as

long as the mean free path of the gas is snall, so that mo1-

ecular collisions are frequent. At very low pressures, how-

ever, the mean free path ilcreases and this assunption is no

longer valid. A temperature discontinuity develops at the gas-

solid interface. Itladden and Piret l23l , in 1951, solved this
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problen and found that:

o = ln(b/D)

= (2/ñu) - [(8/Pr). (l/o)]/[o(r+1)]

+1n[1+(2x/D)]... ...(1-2s)

where ). was the mean free path of the gas, ¡< was the ratio , ,,,;,¡,.;,,,;

of specific heats for a gas, o was the acconrnodation coef- !:1':::':r:-.:

ficient for a gas and O r^ras lvladden and Piretts heat transfer i,'',,.'.,,:,.
r:.r: 

"1

function. At high pressures, the second and third terms on

the right hand side of equation (1-25) became very small

and it reduced to:

Nu = 2/1n(b/D) (I-26)

whichwasidentica1toLangmuir'sresu1ts.Theythenexper-

imentally measured o and established that:
': :,: :.-
..::r,.:-._-.,. ,

1 Ia '; '''' ''
Õ = ln l6.Bz/(cr.nr¡1/31 .G-27) ;1:,',,.,, '

In 1953, Ostrach [28] duplicated the work of Pohl-

hausen and solved the transformed differential equations for 
i:_..,-,:.,,,,,,:

a fLat plate, for many Prandtl ntrnbers. This allowed Hermannts l1:-ir:i::r';;:

work to be extended into the liquid range of Prandtl nunbers.

.;
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The next year, McAdams l24l correlated earlier experimental

work on horizontal cylinders and determined that the equation

which best fit the data was:

M = o .ss(w.vr)L/4 (1-28)

If Hermannts equation for air (Pr = 0.733) hrere generalized

for any fluid, the resulting equation would be:

Iü = o.4o (crv¡r/4 (L-2s)

which was not in very good agreement with McAdansrformula.

However, with the aid of Ostrachls solution, it can be shown

that tt (0), used in Hermar¡rrs equation, did not vary exactly

as the quarter power of the Prandtl nrxnber. Therefore equation

(1-28) gave a better correlation than (L-Zg) in general, aL-

though Eckert and Soehnghen [10] verified that Hermannrs

sölution was excellent for air.

Another transformation was used by Merk and Prins

126l in 1954, in conjunction with an integral technique, to

solve the partial differential equations in terms of. the az-

tunuth finction H(6) (Appendix II). They fotnd that for a

cylinder:

u(x,y) = (v/D) .Grr/2.n. (1-n)'.rG) (1-s0)

,1:::::a

ii-: rj

I r.:r':irj.l
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e (x,y) = up. (1-n) 2
(1 -31)

Nu(x) = h(x).D/k

= zcrr/ .c(E) (1-i3)

M = nzcrT/+,. [H(,,) /r].lG(E)/H'(6)l .... (1-54)

where G(t) and F(g) and n r4rere firnctions of H(E) and H'(6)

and where G(E)/H'(g) and H(n) were constant for arry Prandtl

nunber. It should be noted that H(g) also depended on the

Prandtl nrrnber. Carrying out the calculations:

Pr = 5 ; M.= 0.511(Gr.ea¡1/4 .... (1-s5a)

Pr = 8 ; Nñt = 0.518(Gr.pr)L/4 . ...(1-s5b)

Pr = 10; m = 0.520(Gr.Pr)T/4 . ...(1-3sc)

and pr = - ; ffi = 0.528(Gr.pr)L/! . ...(1-35d)

Equation (1-33) was in excellent agreement with equation

(1-15), derived by Hermarur, except at large values of E. In

this region, Hermann predicted that the heat transfer would

vanish while Merk and Prins predicted that it would tend
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toward some finite value (Figure @). The latter predrüction

was i¡r good agreement with erperimental observations. It was

also eviclent that equation (1-35) yielded closer results, when

compared to experimental ðata or to McAdarns' empirical formu-

la, than Hermann¡s equation C1=29), The only drawback of Merk

and Frinsr approach was that the form of the temperature and

velocit¡ profiles wêr€ âssullted and were arbi-trarily set equal

to zero ât n = 1. This meant that the temperature and velocity

profi'les did not approach'zero as]vmlptotieally and furthermoïe,

they reacTied zero at the same value of n, both of which are

untrue, The latter statenent would be correct only if Pr = 1

[See Figure 3a and 3b). Jodlbauerts erçerirnents confirmed

that Hermannls ternperature and yelocity profiles were much

nore accurate than those of Merk and Prins.

In order to correêaterfree and forced convection

heat transfer results for flow regimes where both nechanisms

were in ercistence? van der Hegge Zijnen l42l formulated his

own ernpirical formulai

t¿hÌ-ch he formd predi'cted the Nusselt nr¡nber at low values of

ØT,W much bètter than the fonrnrlas of Merk and Prins or of

He¡lr¡anrt. ,

t,.:¡r't.:r
I.j-'r:¡.:.1
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One of the major problems in using any of these

derived or empirical formulas is that the fluid properties

'hrere considered constant, whereas in reality, this is far

from being the case. For instance, the kinenatic viscosity of

water deçreases by a factor of two between OoC and 25oC.

Sparrow and Gregg I40J, however, solved the bor.¡ndary Layer

equations for a f1.at plate uslng varÌable fluid properties

( p, k, u and c^). They'compared the heat transfer results
P

with those obtalned hy using a reference ûenperatute, in con-

junction w"ith the constant property solution. For liquids and

gases, satisfactory agreement was obtained by using the con-

stant property solutlon and evaluating a1l fluid properties

at the film tenperaüüre, whLch they defined as:

Tf = 0's% * r-) ..(L-37)

Thre äpplicability of the reference temperature method has 
ir,.,:,,,,1,:.;

been extended to other configurations (i.e. the horizontal i,',:' '

cylinder) with excellent results. Henceforth, it will be t,¡,:,,...,.'.',,

l

assuned that aLI properties are evaluated at Ty tmless

otherwise specidied.

Eckert and Drake J9] derived their ouar solution by .',.,,:.1.t,;

integratûng the borxrdary Layer equations and by assrrnÌng the 
" ::

form of the te¡rperature and velocÌty profiles. Their results
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were in the form:

M = , sallpr/(.952+er)lL/4. çør.pr¡rla... Cl_sB)

Here the Nusselt m¡nber was not sirnply a fi¡nction of (Gr.Vr1I/4

but depended on another functÌon of the Prandtt nr.rnber as

wel1. For various Prandtl nrrnbers:

pr = 5 iffi=
Pr = 8 iM=
Pr=10;Nu=

andpr=_;ffi=

'517[Gr. P4I/a

.525[Gr.P¡Il4

. 528 (Gr. P r7I/ +

. 540 [Gr.P Ð1/.4

C1-3ea)

(1"39b)

(1-39c)

cl-5ed)

(1-40a)

(1-4ob)

(1-40c)

(1-4od)

It is interesti¡g to note what would happen if Herrnar¡rts heat

transfer eqr:ation C1-16) ï¡as gener airized for all Prandtl ni¡n-

bers by assuning that the function tt[0) varied with trr in an

analogous manner to equation (1-38) (See Appendix III). The

result of such a generalization is:

Pr

Pr

Pr

and Pr

8 ; ñü = .481 (Gr.vyf/A

|'.t, ,: _ 
;t. r :

l :::. 1'r'.

I\lhile (1-40) does not as well as C1-39) with it4cAdansr
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correlation G-28), it is a marked improvement over the sim-

plified generalization O-29) of Herrnannts results.

During the last flfteen years, several investigators 
i :::.:l

have worked on yariolrs aspects of heat transfer from horizon- ,,,,,,,,,,,

tal rylinders. Sesonske 139] measured the temperature and

velocity fields around a cooled horizontal rylinder. His re-

sults rnatched those od Jodlbauer, r,.rhich proved that Hermannts ,..',.:.i,

azunuthfunctions correctly represented the temperature and 
1'"';" '

1:.:.:,.r:- .:.,:

velocity behayiour about a horizontal tube. ::'::::' ':

Chiang and Kaye [2] solved the bor.mdary Iayer

equationsforarbÌttarysurfacetemperatureorheatf1r,rxdis-

tributions by introducing the surface temperatures or heat 
i

fluxes as poweï series and then transforming the partial dif-

ferential equations into a m¡nber of ordinary differential

equations,whichwerethennrrnerica11yso1ved.Theirresu1ts,

for a constant surface temperature, verified Hermarmts

earlier theoretical work' 
i'":"'rr.''-"':

Poots [31] derived a general similarity solution ::i:::::ì::

for an isothennal three dimensional surface, near the stag- .,.t'..,,....''' : :

nation point. The differential equations were simplified a:rd

solved for the two lÍrnlting cases, the horizontal rylinder

and the sphere. poots! solutions were similar to ones derived 
i,r;,,,,,.,,

by Merk and Prins near the stagnation point. Howeyer, the

breakdornm of boundary'layer theory in this region renilered
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these results soinewhat suspect.

Koh l20l utilized Hemannrs theory to fÌnd the

temperature distributÌon arolmd. a horizontal cylinder when

the heat fh¡c varied in the follor,,ring manner; t:,.

àtro=r+mrEz *^rE4 ..t1-41)

where qo represented the heat f1u at E = 0. He found that :

'tt:tt 
t 

'for constant heat flux, the 1oca1 and average Nusselt nrrnbers :':':¡¡.,;,,'

were approximately S% and 3% higher respectìvely, than those

for the Ìsothermal case. 
l

Koh and Prlce 121] used a perturbation technique,

similar to that enployed by'Chìang and Kaye, to solve the

differential equations for the case where the surface temper 
:

ature of the horizontal cylinder yaried as:

tn/uno=1+nEz*nrE4

where 0-^^ represented the temperature difference at E = 0.po

Their results were in agreement vrith those of Hermann and

with those of Chiang and Kaye, for n, = nZ = 0 (isothermal

cylinder). They also ascertained that Ectert and Drakets form

of the variation of l{t¡sse1t ntunber with Prandtl nt¡nber rnay be

used to extend their solutions to other values of Pr. One
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interesting result of their uork was the divergence of heat

transfer solutions as the surface temperature d.eviated fron

the isothermal case. For lnstance, it was determined that if
nI = nZ = 0,2, then the iihrsselt m.unber at E = I was 399o

greater than the lrhrsselt nr¡nber under isothermal conditions.

Fron this, it could be concluded that eyen a small degree of

non-isothermality will cause a large change in the local heat

transfer.

Dyer [8] studied the problem of constant heat fhx
using an integral technÌque similar to that of Eckert and

Drake and a rnodìfied Grashof nrmrber, Grr. Thq use of Grt a1-

lowed the average heat transfer results to be generalized.

That is to say, Grr rr¡as constant for the cylinder while the

conyentional Grashof nr-rnber, in this case, varied with the

angular position, E. Dyer found that:

M= o.6t(Gr'.Pr)'192 G-43)

However, the validity of this solution was dubious since the

assuned form of the bor.urdary Layer velocity profile had been

shoi^¡r by Sesonske and others to be incorrect.

Another solution for an isothermal cylinder r{Ias

developed by Saville and Churchill [34] in 1967, They trans-

fonned the partial dìfferential equations using Goertler-type

i..,',
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transformations and series e:çansions, rather than the

Blasius-type enployed by Chiang and Kaye and then mnnerically

solved the resulting set of ordÌnary dÌfferential equations.

Their temperature and velocity profiles were in good agree-

ment with Jodlbauerf s results and furtherrnore, their series

expansions converged nuch faster than the Blasius.type expan-

sions.

Peterka and Richardson 129] ana1ryzed the free con-

vection problen for moderate values of the Grashof nunber.

They reasoned that in this range, the rectilinear coordinates

used by Hermann, ChÌang anil Kaye and others, r^rere not valid

sínce the boündary'Layer curvafure could no longer be

neglected. Insteadr.they formulated the problern Ìn two dinen-

sional cylindrical coordinates'and solved the bormdary Layer

equations in a ma¡ner quite simÌlar to that of Chiang and

Kaye. The important result of their work was their discovery

that while the tenperature profiles through the boundary layer

were generaLly similar f.or a large range of Grashof nrmrbers,

there were marked differences in the slope of the ternperature

profile at the surface. Translated, this meant that the sur-

face heat flux for Gr = 103 was roughly 30% greater than that

predicted by other e4perimenters, most notably Hermann and

Chiang and Kaye. Also noted was the fact that these differ-

ences were sti1l significant (>4%) at Grashof ntmbers jn the

order of 106.

l-"Í. ' '
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A further confirmation of Hermannts original work

was produced by Aihara and Saito I1-]. fhey measured the temp-

erature and veloclty fields aror¡rd a horizontal cylinder as 
: ::::

the liniting case of a hori zot'fta1- torus with an infinite rad- ''', ,::,

ius of rotation. T?reir velocity measurements were obtained

using an optical technique and were considered to be very

precise. The agreement w.ith Hermarults non*dimensional lrsim- ..'',. ,,,
: ... : . .

ilarrf profiles was renarkably. good. 
1.,,t;;,,

A recent study was carried out in 7974 W Gentry ''::'.:'

and l4lollersheim J15l o:l free com¡ection to non-Newtonian

pohler law fluids. T?rese are fluids whose shear stress re-

lationship Tnay be represented as:

, = G/Ec)'[aulay)t... ..t1-44)

For conyentÌonal fluids, n = 1 and rc, the consistency index,

becomes the dynamic viscosity, y. Th"y developed an integral

solution for the heat transfer around the cylinder as a

fu:ction of a modified Grashof and Prandtl m.mber, Grr and

Prr respectively. Tho points of interest arose frorn this

study. The first was that the local Nusselt mrnber was not

maximun at the bottorn of the cylinder but began at a finite

value and increased to a maxirn¡l at some point away from the

bottom before decreasing to zero at the top. This effect was

,-.:.....:';.4'
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more pronorrnced as the value of n decreased. For n = 1, this

effect died out cornpletely'and the Nusselt mrnber was exactly

the sane as that predicted by Hennarur. The second result was

that the uverage Nusselt nunber was well represented by

McAdans I correlation, nanelyl

ffi = 0.55[Grr .prr)L/4 (1-4s)

Fand and Keswani' J14l , in 1973, reported or,l their

study of the mass flow rates of convective plunes above hor-

izontal cylinders in water. A particularly interesting aspect

of their work was the effect of the free surface on the mass

flow and heat transfer rates around the cylinder. A typical

surface temperature versus tÌme profile for a horizontal cyL-

inder is shown in Figure 4a. During the entire time interval

during which heat is transferred fron the c¡lÍnder, there is

a plune of fluid rising from the cylinder. I{Ilren this layer
\l

reaches the surface it bifurcates and forms a horizontal

heated Layer. The initial increase in surface temperature is

due to the short time in which conyection has not had tirne to

become established. and during v,¡hich conduction is the only

mode of heat transfer. The surface tenperature then becomes

steady irntil the time when the heated layer of water on the

surface has built up and descended to the 1eve1 of the

i .t. r._-_:

::- -j ._.- -.ì¡
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cylinder. Fron this time forward, no steady state can be main-

tained. Fand and Keswani performed tests which indicated to

then that if Y/D (See Figure 4b) was less then 10, then no

steady state segment could be established at aIL, because the

cylilder could !'Sense" the free surface and would be innnedi-

ately affected by it. Tttey did'indicate that this rninimun

ratio was probably dependent on the driving force, tp, tt well,

but they did not imrestigate this aspect of the problen. In-

deed, it seens more lìkely that the controlling parameter

r,vould be U/l)lon instead of simply Y/D, They also derived an

ernpirical formula for the time taken for the hot layer of

fluid to descend to the leve1 of the cylinder:

t* = 131 . 5g wfGr .Fr) ' ' 53v'1D.

ICY/D)'3. G/z)'l . ....(1-46)

where the constants were determined oçerirnentally.

(t)

=o
(¡,
o.
E
P
(l)
()
o

=Ø
Time

Fig.4 o. Surfoce Temperoture

Versus Time

Fig.4b. Definition of Tonk

Voriobles
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1.3.2 Free Convection in Water Near 4oC

The effect of the density anomaly of water on its

heat transfer characteristics ltlas initially discovered by

Codegone t5] in 1939. He observed that the heating and cool- ",'-,'1,

ing rates of a flask of water ltiere rninimum when the water was

at 4oc.

The rmusual heat transfer characteristics of water , ,,,, , t,,

near 4oC were also reported by Ede i11] in 1951. He was able ;"'''':' '

to correlate heat transfer rates to the difference between i"''t""' .

i_:r-,.,....i:

the plate and fluid temperatures for several liquids with

the exception of water when the l^Iater teÍperature was below

4oCarrdthep1ateteÍperaturewaSabove4oC.Inthisspecific

instance, the ¿nusual density variation near 4oC influenced

the results and rendered then incomparable to conventional

theoretical results.

Tkachev llLl, in 1953 while studying the melting of

ice, discovered that for horizontal cylinders, a ninjmtnn

Nusselt nrrriber occurred at awater temperature of 5.5oC. This ;',,,:.1",.:,

,- .',.'
he attributed to the presence of two opposing convective cur- ,.:,. 

,..'

rents aror¡rd the cylinder.

Dtnnor6, Merk and Prins [7], also in 1953, observed

that when ice spheres rrrere inelted by free convection, the 
i:,i,r.:.,,,,

ninirm¡n Nusselt ntrnber OCcurred at a \^Iater temperature of i '::'::':'

4.5oC. This result could be well duplicated theoreticaLly by

:l-r: iì::i
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replacing the conventional

the empirical equation:

thermal eripansion coefficient in

Nu = o .o(k.vr!L/4 ,....(L-47)

with a new coefficient which rrras a linear function of the

bulk fluid temperature.

The next year, Merk [25] used the Squire-Eckert in-

tegral technique and a third order polynonial for density as

a function of temperature, to solve the differential equations

for nelting ice spheres for an infinite Prandtl m.unber. The

results were then extrapolated to a Prandtl m.nnber of 10 where

a ninimun Nusselt mrnber was predicted for a bulk water ternp-

erature of 5.3oC.

A year following this, Ede [36], compaied Merk's

theory to his or^m earlier erperimental r,r¡ork on heat transfer

from a heated vertical f1.at pLate. The agreement was quite

good in the regions of pure upflow and pure dor,nflow but in

the bidirectional region, the theoretical results were as

much as 50% low.

In 1956, Schechter and Isbin [56], studying heat

transfer from a heated flat plate, hrere the first to apply a

similarity solution to the problern. The transformation was

sinilar to that used by Ostrach 1281, with the exception that
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they introduced Merkts elpression for density into the

bor.rndary Layer equations. The transformed ordinary differen-

tial equations were solved numericalLy for a range of plate 
....

temperatures from loc to 14oC (T* = goC). Their results ' ,.,,

showed that the Nusselt m¡nber decreased up to Tn = 14oC, at

which point the velocity gradient at the plate surface was

zero. This they called the transition point to bidirectional ....

''flow. No similarity solution was possible above this point 
,,,-..,.,

because the velocity field'r^ras no longer si¡nilar. ':'1; .

Schechter [35] experimentally measured temperature

and velocity profiles for conditions similar to the above and

observed regions of pure trpflow, pure downflow and a bid.irec- ,

tional region with an upflowing current near the plate and a

downflowing current further fron the plate.

Schechter and Isbin [36] also fot¡nd a solution by

,using an integral technique, the results of which hrere:

Nr* = 0.489(Gr*.Prr.c)L/4 . ... (1-48)

Iü = 0.652(Gr.Pr r.ùL/4 . (t-4e)

where o vias a dimensionless buoyancy finction which is

derived in Appendix V.

Schechterrs analysis could not be applied at a bulk

v,Iater temperature of 4oC because the thermal expansion
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coefficient, ß_, became zero at this point. Goren [16] in

1966, avoided this problem by introducing a parabolic e4pres-

sion for the density change of water as a function of its
temperature deviation from 4oC. He then applied a similarity

transformation technique and nunerically solved the differ-

ential eqr.rations. T?Ìis density variation for water and hence

hls solution were only valid near 4oC.

A year later, Oborin 127] first studied free con-

vectlon frorn a heated sphere and c¡2.1Índer, the sphere being

7oC warmer and the cylinder 2.1oC warmer than the bulk fluid.
l4inÍmrn Nusselt nunbers were obtained at a water temperature

of 2,4oC for the sphere and 3.3oC for the cylind.er. By asstur-

ing that this minimun occurred when the density at the mean

boundar¡ layer temperature was equal to the density of the

btulk flul'd., he d.erived an expression for the bulk water

temperature at whlcli the minimr¡n Nusselt nunber occurred:

t_GnÌn)=4,0o/4

In a study of rnelting ice spheres, conducted in

1968, Schenk and Schenkeis I3il obseryed all three nodes of

flortr, upflora whÞn the w¿ter was above 6oC, dor,rnflow below

4oC and a b-id.irectional flow regime, simllar to that observed

b) Schechter [35], r¡¡hen the water temperature was between

:.:l

'tl
: :.:
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tjrese tr^ro temperatures. They found a minimun Nusselt nt¡nber

occurring at 5.3oC, which was the sane tenperature as that

predicted by Merk J251. However, Merk's predicted Nusselt

m.rnbers in the bldlrectional region were drastically lower

then those measured by Schenk and Schenkels, due to the fact

that the velocity proflle that Merk used for his integral

teclinique dÌd not fiìt the bidìrectional flow regime,

Vanìer and Tien 146147), during the late 1960's

investigated nelting ice spheres and determined that the min-

irnun i,fusselt nunbèr occurred at a bulk l¡ater temperature of

5.35oC, They also obtalned an emplrical equation to fit their

experiuental data¡

Nu=2 +C(Gr,Pr!I/4 (r- s1)

Three different values of C were obtained, corresponding to

different ranges of water temperatures. They also [44,45]

performed a theoretical study of free convection by m.merically

integrating the ordlnary differential equations obtained by

Schechter and Isbin [36] and by Goren [16]. A variable

Prandtl m.mñer rras jntroduced to study the effect of variable

fLui.d properties. Ttre agreement of these results with those

obtatned bi us''-lng a constant Frandtl m¡nber evaluated at the

fiìül teryerature was quite good. Thelr analysis, based on

l: :.::, : .; l
l. '-t. . . '.r:il ::
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similarity assr.nptions, could not be extended into the bi-

directional flow region. A sinilar study was conducted on

nelting vertical plates of ice and the results r^rere compared:

Ñ-r(plate)/Ñu(sphere) = 1.106(t/D) 3/q ... (1-s2)

The most extensive investigation to date of the bi-

directional flow phenomenon in water near 4oC, was performed

by Yuill [48], who attenpted both experimentaLLy and analytic'

aLly.to describe the loca1 variation of heat flux on a ver-

tical flat plate. For the unidirectional flow regions (regions

I, III and IV in Figure 1), he solved the borndary Layer

equations using a similarity transformation which included

the effect of varying viscosity.and a nunerical integration

technique. The results rrrere presented in the normal form (the

Nusselt mmber as a function of the Grashof and Prandtl ntnn-

bers). In region I:

* L/4Nr* = Cr(Gr*.Pr) . .... (1-53)
itzzGt*=Sagß-Onx-/v-. (1-54)

CI = 0.568 - 0.098[1 - ery çlz + øzz

+ czs * nz\l . . .. .. (l-ss)

r'. .:.:l

ir'.:.',.
irr:;: ,
.:,-:.r

whereZ=a-0,02825
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A - -23.043

B = 130.688

G = -469

D=406

and in regions III and IV:

tr
Nt* = crrr-rv(Gt*

Cttl_fv = 0.426 +

?+Bö_+

'P4L/ 
4 (1- s6)

0.039[1 - ery(Ap

Go3 * Do4)l (1-s7)

A = -1.28g6g oc-l

B = 0.321533 oc-z

G = -0.0581512 oC-3

D = -0.00377369 oC-4

The variable Z was used to correct for the fact that cl¿ r{ras

not zero along the I-II boundary. This was due to the fact

that the temperature profile used in the derivation of o was

not quite correct. 0 was the perpendicular distance fron the

II-III boLndary. The coefficients C, and CflI_fV are also

presented in Figures 5 and 6.

In region ff, no sfunilarity transformation was

possible since tr^Io opposing flows were present. Yuill
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postulated that in this bidirectional region, two botrndary

layers hrere present also; an inner lay*.',gtowing';r4lward and

an outer layer growing down the plate. From an interpretation

of his results, he also hypothesized the existence of sep-

arated and non-separated sub-regions within region II; the

distinction between the two being that the inner boundary

Iayer for non-separated flow continued rpward past the top of

the heated plate while for separated flow, this irmer boundary

Iayer separated frorn the plate to flow back dov¡n as the outer

bonndary Layer. The line ö = -0.6 was chosen as the boundary

between the two, to fit the experimental results, although

the amount of datawas not sufficient to fix this boundary

absolutely.

The heat transfer results in the non-separated

region were found to be sirnilar to those in the unidirection-

al trpflow region, probably because the inner boundary Iayer

was rm-rch more dominant than the outer boundary layer. The

results were correlated by the equation:

Nr*=crr-*(Gt1*.err)L/4. ....(1-58)

GtT*= 3ar.Eø*enx3/vz ....(1-59)

CIt_tt = 0.3425 + 0.080 0 ... .. (1-60)

CII_* is graphically presented in Figure 7. oi was the
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dimensionless mean irurer boindary layer density deficit de-

fined in Appendix V.

In the separated region, both bdrndary layers had

an influence on the heat transfer coefficients. Yuill defined

the loca1 thermal resistance as:

R =I/h. +Ilhx]-xox
= C. klk.l.fGrT .Pr.l-n

'1X
* co[(L-x)/kol. (cr]*.Pro)-t . . (1-61)

Ci = 6.988Y + AóY * BþYZ (L-62)

Co = 2.33L3 - 8.6188y + Göy * DþyZ (1-63)

n = 0.25 + E0 .(1-64)

m = 0.25 + Fy .. .... (1-65)

where A= -23.329oC-L

B = 34.907 oc-l

G = 6. sz:rz oc-r

D = -t9.ogg oc-l

E = -o. ozLg4s oC-L

and F = -0.051359

L was the length of the heated plate and y was the angle of

rotation about the point Tp = T- = 4oC, with the I-II bogn-

dary arbitrarlly chosen as d.atun. The terms Grl* and Pr, were

I it.:.::: -,.r..
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evaluated at the fifun tenperature of the inner bor.rrdary Layer

while Grl* and Pro were evaluated at the filrn tenperature of

the outer bor.rndary 1.ayer. These fifun temperatures, along

with the division point between the two opposing flows, x,

are also defined in Appendix V.

;::,... r.

l:'::-.: '
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G]APÏER 2

E}PERIMENIAX STUDY

2.1 ObjectiVeS of the Experimént

The first objective of this experiment was to ob-

tain 1ocal heat flux distributions, representìng the variable

fluid property situation and to compare them with the dis-

tributions obtained analytical-lry by previous investigators,

in order to see the relatiye effect of fluid property changes

througñ ttr-e boundary layer on the heat flux at the cylinder

surface, To introduce these fluid property variations into

thb theoreticaû'analysis of this problern was beyond the scope

of tfu present work. Lt was also desired to check out the

quality'of the heat transfer apparatus by performing the

comparison, so that the ternperature region arot¡rd 4oC could. be

investigated and the results could be used with a reasonable

degree of confidence. In the rnajority of analytic work on free

conyection from cylinders, the fluid properties have been as-

suned constant, with the exception of the density change in

the buoyancy teun of the momentr.¡rn equation. In particular,

neither Herrnann l18l nor Merk and Prins [26] considered the

yariation with- temperature of the viscosity, conductivity or

Prandtl nrm.rber in their theoretical analyses of the problem.

Yuill introduced expressions for these variables, along with
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the density, into his similarity transformation of the born-

dary layer equations for a vertical flat plate (See Appendix

IV). No such analysis has been done for the horizontal cy1-

ind.er problen. Since these properties d.o exhibit changes with ,,,,,,,,i

temperature, the introduction of variable fluid properties

might noticeably alter the anaLytic local heat flux distrib-

utions obtained by Hernann, Merk and prins and others. 
,.,,',,,1¡-,.

The second najor objective of this study was to :.::': :

correlate the average heat transfer data for the four dif-,, 
i¡',',:t.,:.

ferent flow regirnes in the region around 4oC. Although exten-

sive work has been d.one on the general problen of free con-

vection fron horizontaL q¡linders, none has been performed in 
I

the region around a bulk water ternperature of 4oC, where the
:

density maximm radical-lry alters the flow patteïns and again , t,,'

none has taken into account the change in fluid propertie, 
i

,

through the boundary Layer. Yuill [aS] had identified. four 
ì

different sets of heat transfer results in this region, cor- 
;..:

responding to cases of pure downflow, bidirectional separated 
:,',..=,.,,,

and non-separated flow and pure upflow along a vertical flat ,,,.-Ì,:,.
':II:l: :

plate and had derived correlations for each. It was considered l

Iikely that his correlations could be nodified somewhat, so

that they could be applicabre to the heat transfer from a 
;:,....i,:,.,r

horizontal cylinder. By comparing the obtained correlations i.::'';"""'

with the accepted standard correlations for horizontal
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cylinders, a measure of the effect of the density maximum on

the heat transfer characteristics of horizontal cylinders

could be obtained. Should this effect be of sufficient lnag-

nitude, it was desired to lcrow exactly how far rernoved from

the point of maxirni.nn densÌty the bulk water temperature would

have to be before this effect died out.

2, 2'FxeêIùle¡tpJ ApPáJâtl;s

'2.2.1 The'Hdrìzo+tâI Cylinder

The cyJ-inder consisted of two parts, the support

structure and the heat transfer surface. The support struc-

ture was fabricated frcn 10.16 crn. (4 in.) 0.D. plexiglass

tubìng cut to ä'til.gr'rþtTr of 58.42 qn. (23 in.). Upon the niddle

20,32 q\, [8 in,)_ of th-Ìs tubing were mounted the heated sur-

faces, which-were prepared and installed as follows. Circun-

ferential lines were scribed cr¿ the tubing so as to divide

this 20.32 qn. sectÌon into,three parts; a 10.16 cm. section

in the niddle with a 5.08 cn. section on either side. These

sections would correspond to the main test section and to

guard sections on eitlr.er side, designed to eliminate end losses

from the test section. Following this, longitudinal lines

were scribed so as to divide the periphery of the tubing into

twelve equal sections. Since the circrmrference of the tubing

was 31 ,92 qrt., each of these sections was appréximately 2.66
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cm. wide. The end effect was to produce thirty-six individual

rectangular blocks on the outside of the tubing, which would

be used to locate the thirty-six heaters which made up the

apparatus. Through various portions of these sections, holes

were drilled to allow thermocouple, voltage tap and heater

leads to be dralvn through the plexiglass into the inside of

the tubing.

The heaters employed were a Minco brand., Kapton in-

sulated, thin etched thennofoil resistance heaters whose heat

generation rate was constant over their surfaces. Tlhe twelve

main heaters r{rere 2.54 qn. by 10.16 crn. (1 in. by 4 in.) with

a resistance of 1.92 ohns and the guard heaters were each

2.54 c:t. by 5.08 cm. (1 in. by 2 in.) with resistances of

0.96 ohns. The leads and voltage taps were soldered to the

back (or inside) of the heaters and fed through the holes in-

to the interior of the tubing. Each heater was located by

means of the scribed lines and cemented into place on the

plexiglass surface with contact cement. Both the heater leads

and the voltage taps were constructed with 22 AWG insulated

copper wire.

Next, small holes were drilled through the insulated

parts of the heaters, at the appropriate places, Ðd through

the tubing as well, to allow the thermocor.rples to be fed

through from the inside of the tubing. The thermocouples were

r;:,-r.i -
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constnrcted of 30 AI\IG copper-constantan thermocouple wire.

Thirty-four thermocouples were ernployed in the apparatus.

Their positions are indicated in Figure B, along with the di-

mensions of the cylinder. They were fixed irtto position on ,.,,,.,,,

tlre outside of the heaters by bending them over as they

energed through the heaters and pressing then into shallow

slots on the heater surfaces ,,1 

:,..:,,,,.

A 0/056 cn, (0,022 in.) thick, curued rectangular 1''':'::.:'

copper plate was installed over each individual heater. These ,:,,;¡':,,::,;,.;,',::,:,

urere îåJlufactured by ftrst rolling a sheet of copper into an

approxirnately 10,16 qu, t4 fn.) tube, then scribing this tube 
r

in an identical nanneï to the plexiglass tubing and finally,

cuttlng tlie tube ìnto thlrty-six sections with a very fine 
,

slitting saw, These copper sections were individually a1=

ligned oyer the heaters and cqnented into place with contact l

'

cenent, A cross"section of the apparatus is shown in Figure 9.

Tlrree circular hose clanps "Itlere used during the installation

to provide pressure bet¡¡een the copper plates and the heaters. ,1,).:1.,,,.,,,

':
Thts insured a good bond between the two and also insured 

,.;.,,:,t,;,,',,,
a ) ..:: : :.: :.: .

good contact between the thermocouples and the inside of the

copper plates,

The finished product consisted of twenty-four ther- 
:;,::1;.,,::,

:tt¡-LI4 isolated individual sections, one corresponding to each t:i) '' ;':::

Daln heater and one corresponding to each pair of guard heaters
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(each pair of guard heaters on either side of a main heater

ltiere connected in series).

A circr¡nferential profile \,ras run with a dial guage

at three different points on the main, or test section as a 
,, ,,,

check on the rou¡rdness of the finished apparatus. The initial

results indicated that there I^Ias a sma1l tendency for the cop-

per plates to flatten out once they had been cut from the 
,.,,,,,,,..,

larger tube. Small anor¡rts of filinS and polishìng had to be "' '

performed on the edges of the plates to secure a finish of '1,.',,r.1

satisfactory roundness [See Appendix VI).

TtLe final step was to fill in all of the internal

crac}¡gbetweentheheaterswithme1tedparaffinwaxtrilinsure

thattherehIaSnotherma1contactbetweentheheatersanda1so

to provide a continuous outer surface to insure a smooth free

conyective f1ow, The two outer circunferential edges betweem I

the guard heaters and the ple.rciglass tubing were sealed with

a silicone sealant, ïhe entire heated surface was hhen pol-

ished and a check of tlre average outside diameter hlas per- 
.,,,_.,,.,

fonned with vernier calipers (See Appendix VI). .l'..',
:::.i....

I\iorking fron the inside of the plexiglass tubing,

the holes for the thermocouple, voltage tap and heater leads

were sealed with an epoxy cement to ensure that the inside of 
;,,,,.,.,.,,:

of the cylinder would be watertight. The wires were fed i"i'¡'¡"

through to one end of the tubing and the remaining interior
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space packed with fiberglass insulatian. Three holes were

nade in the plexiglass tubing, close to one end and plexi-

glass fittings hrere cemented over them to provide an exit for

the leads fron the apparatus. All leads were led up through

flexible 1.91 cm. (0.75 in.) I.D. plastic tubing to the out-

side of the tank. The hose was clamped to the plexiglass fit-

tings and covered with sitricone sealant. Plexiglass end plates

r4rere nanufactured to fit onto the ends of the cylinder. All

plexiglass-to-plexiglass connections were achieved using

nethylene chloride, a chemical which melts plexiglass sur-

faces and fuses them together. The assembled test section is

illustrated in Figure 10.

2.2.2 The Tank arid SùpÞort Structúre

All of the analytic work on horizontal cylinders

which was discussed in chapter 1 was based on two asswtptions;

an infinitely long cylinder and an infinite heat transfer

medium, which in this case was water. ExperirnentalTy, neither

criterion can be readily satisfied. The use of guard heaters

practically elfuninates end effects for cylinders of finite

length, but the problem remains of how to simulate qn infin-

ite nedir.un. If a tank is used to confine the water, it must

be of sufficient size so that the confining surfaces (the

tank walls and the free surface on top) do not appreciably

affect the flow. The tank used in this erçeriment was 0.51 n.3



Figure L0

The Horizontal Cylinder Test Section
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7
(18 ft."), measuring 60.96 on. by 9I.44 crn. by 9I.44 cm. deep

Q ft.by 3 ft. by 3 ft. deep) and was constructed of 20 AWG

AISI 304 stainless steel. A 5.08 cm. by 10.16 cm. (2 in. by

4 in,) wooden support stand was built for the tank to sit on

in order to danp out vibrations fron the fan rnotor and com-

pressor in the refrigerated roon and a wooden frame of similar

di¡nensions constnrcted aror-rnd the tank to increase the rigidity

of the vertical sides of the tarrk and to provide a mor.rnting

surface for instrr-¡nents and connections (See Figure 11) .

Support for the cylinder was furnished by two 15.24

crì, [6 in.) square by 2.54 cm. (1 in.) thick blocks of PVC in

wh-ich 10.16 cn. C4 in.)- holes were machined. These fitted

oyer each end of the plexiglass cylinder, leaving the cylin-

iler loose enough to be turned by hand but tight enough to

preVent rotation under test conditions. Threaded rods 1.59

ct, (0.625 in.) in diameter I,lrere screwed into these blocks.

These rods were bolted to a steel support. This type of fix-

ture allowed the cylinder to,be adjusted infinitesimally,

either rotationally aror;nd its longitudinal axis, or vertically

in the tank (See Figure 12).

2.2.3 The Cold Roon

The entire test setup was

refrigerated room whose temperature
ô

arñ 24"C. Temperature control could

situated in a Coldstr:eam

range was between -18oC

be achieved to within

I :: .:::



Figure 12

Interior of Test Tank and Cylinder Support

L

Figure 11

Exterior of Test Tank and Morinting Panel
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t 0.5oC. The room rtras a walk-in type with inside dinensions

of 183 cn. by 274 qn. by 244 cm. high (6 ft. by 9 ft. by 8 ft.

high). Access ports were installed on the three exposed sides

of the roorn to a1low entry of electrical circuitry and hosing ,;..,,';

(See Figure 14).

2.2.4 The Hêáter CÌrcúltrv

A schenatic of all heater circuitry is shovm in 
,,,,1,,,,

Figure 13. A l KIal high current, Iow voltage Hewlett Packard '":"'''

rnodel 6260 DrC. power supply was used for the experimental ;,",,",'

study. Direct current was chosen for ease of power measurement

and also for stability, since therrnocouples were enployed to
:

measure surface temperatures. The pohrer supply was corurected

to twenty-four parallel circuits, one circuit corresponding ' 
'

,

to each rnain heater and one corcesponding to each pair of 
i

guard heaters on either side of a particular main heater. 
i

Control of the poÌ\Ier proportioned to each circuit l

irras accomplished with the use of a rheostat and a potentio- I

meter in parallel. The rheostats were Ohnite tlpe L, rated at l',',,.';.,

,,
150 W. Those in the nain heater circuits r^rere 5o5whi1e the 

,.¡.:..,.,:

rheostats in the guard heater circuits were 7 . 5CI. lt{ost of the

current in each circuit flowed through these rheostats, so that

they could be adjusted to provide rough control of the power , ,.,i

through each circuit. Fine control was furnished with the use r"r.rr

of Arnphenol series 22078, 10-turn, 50n micropots, each rated

. ,, .,j
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at5W.

In order to measure the current through each cir-
cuit, an accurate calibrated resistor was incorporated into

each circuit. The type used were Dale type RFI50, 0.5CI wire-

wound resistors rated at 50 W with a tolerance within 1%

(.005CI). Voltage taps were connected on either side of each

resistor. These resistors were moulted inside an alulintrn box

which was filled with mineral oil to maintain then at a

constant temperature.

For overload protection, 2 A fuses were installed in

each circuit. Since the maxiru.un voltage of the por^¡er supply

was 10 V, the fuses would blow at a maximum pot{er of 20 W.

The fuses also provided. a means of controlling the nunber of

heaters in operation during any test. All of these components

r{rere morrtted in a control panel outside of the refrigerated.

room (See Figure 15). Leads from the fuses and also from the

standard resistor voltage taps were soldered into feinale

plugs at the back of the panel.

Insid.e the cold room, the inconing power leads to

the test rig and the heater voltage taps were soldered into

nale plugs after exiting from the cylinder. The return portier

leads r^rere connected to a bus-type clamp upon exit from the

cylinder while the thermocotrples were nm directly to the con-

trol panel with no intermediate connections. Plug-in extension
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igure 14

Refrigerated Room

Figure 15

Control Panel and Instnrnentation
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cords rtrere constructed to connect the incoming poi^rer leads

and heater voltage taps to the control panel. A conrnon return

was furnished to the power supply with #2 stranded por^rer

cable. The conrnon lead from the poïier supply was fed to a bus-

bar in the control panel fron which point pohier was distrib-

uted to the various components of the circuits.

2.2.5 The Measúrenent Systems

As previously nentioned, thirty-four 30 AWG copper-

constantan thermocouples were used to measure surface temp-

eratures around the cylinder. In order to obtain an accurate

estimate of the bulk water terrperature, three 9-point 20 AWG

copper-constantan thennopiles were constructed. Their measuring

jurctions were cemented into starburst patterns and were

mounted in L-shaped glass tubes which could be adjusted ver-

ticaLLy in the tank. The tubes were held rigidly in a fixture

which was in turn fastened to the sr-rpport stand at the top

of the tank. A fourth thernopile r{ras constructed to rnonitor

the air tønperature in the refrigerated room. The thenno-

couples were wired in the switching apparatus so that a

single'reference jr.rnction was required. This reference junc-

tion, along with those of each of the thermopiles, were kept

in a thermos bottle filled with finely crushed ice, which was

kept inside the refrigerated room. By periodically supplying

more ice to this'cold junction, an accurate ice-point was

naintained.
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All thermocouple leads v{ere connected to terminal

strips in the control panel which were compensated for use

with copper-constantan thermocouple wire. A styrofoam box was

constructed around these terminals to eliminate st'ray voltages

generated by ternperature gradients across the connections.

The copper leads fron the cold jur:ctions to the thermopiles

were also cor¡rected to terminal strips in the control panel.

The use of these terminal strips, together with the male and

female plugs for the other components of the system, meant

that the cylinder was completely removeable from the control

panel. This meant that other apparatuses could be hooked up

to the sane control systern.

After the terminal strips, the thermocouple and

thermopile leads ï¡ere colìnected to a series of Thenno-Electric

double-po1e, double-throw compensated thermocouple switches.

These switches were soldered to the leads with thermal-free

solder and then enclosed in a styrofoam box, again to elin-

inate temperature gradients.

lhe variables to be measured were thirty-eight sur-

face temperatures, twenty-four heater voltage drops and twen-

ty-four standard resistor voltage drops. To accomplish this,

three different switches were required. The first was a Hon-

eywell model 91142 four-pole switch uilrich was used to se1-

ect which function was to be measured-(i.e. temperatures,
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heater voltage drops or standard resistor voltage drops). The

other two switches were sïnilar but with twenty-four poles

each to measure heater or standard resistor voltage drops in

each of the twenty-four circuits. Their leads were soldered

into nale plugs and connected to the appropriate receptacles

on the control panel.

Connected to the first switch was the measuring de-

vice. A Hewlett Packard model 3440A digital voltmeter was used

initially but its resolution r,\ras not small enough to accurate-

ly measure the thermocouple voltages. The instn¡nent used for

the bulk of the erçerimental work was a Keithley nodel 160

digital nultimeter which could measure D.C. voltages as smal1

as 1 uV. Surface and bulk water temperatures v¡eïe calculated

from the thermocouple and thermopile voltages. The current in

each circuit was obtained from the voltage drops across each

standard resistor and the known resistance. The por^rer supplied

to each heater was determined fron the voltage drop across each

heater (or pair of heaters) and the current in that circuit.

2.3 Experirnental Procedure

In this experiment, the infinite heat transfer neditm

was simulated using a tank of water with a voh.une of 5.097

x 105 *3 (O.sr rns;. Fand and Keswani [14] hypothesized that

the cylinder should be a ninirm¡n of ten diameters below the

f:'ij';'

:1.,t . i
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free su:iface (Y/D = 10) to allow for a build-up of a heated

Layer of fluid on the free surface. For a cylinder the size of

the one used in the present work, this would have meant placing

the cylinder at least 105.4 crn. below the surface. Since the

present study included a region of dorn¡nflow, it was also

reasonable to assi¡ne that the cylinder should be placed in

the middle of the tank, in order to a1low for a build-up of a

heated layer at the bottom of the tank as well. These two facts

would have necessitated a tank depth of over two meters.

A more likely controlling pararneter was one which

i¡cluded the driving force, êprsince 0n determines the heat

transfer rate and hence the amount of hot fluid. It was pro-

posed to use ff/n¡ /on as this pararneter. The minimtm value of

this ratio used by Fand and Keswani was 0.41. The naximum theor-

etical temperature excess, at Least in the bidirectional

region, was 26.8oC, which would have meant positioning the

cylinder 115.8 crn. below the surface. However, if the driving

force was restricted to approximately 10oC, then the cylinder

would. theoretically only need to have been placed 43 cm. below

the surface. In fact, the actual water depth used was 86 cn.

with the cylínder centered in the tank. According to the

aboye criterion, this restricted the driving force, 0n, to

10oC. Some tests were performed successfully above this temp-

erature difference (i.e. a steady state cylinder temperature

was obtainable), indicating that the ninimum allowable ratio

¡:.. :j.:-1
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of U/D)/o- was not absolutely correct.
v
In order to obtain isothermal surface conditions,

it was necessary to individually adjust and readjust the cur-

rents in twenty-four heater circuits. Time was required between

adjustnents to al1orn¡ the heaters to reach steady state con-

ditions and following this, to record the voltage drops across

the ti¡¡entl.four heaters as well as the thirty-four thermo-

couple and four therrnopile voltages. For the test with the

maximtrn heat rate [test #1), assr.unìng no heat was lost to the

cold room, the overall temperature rise for a cornpletely rnixed

tank (i.e, homogeneous tenperature) would have been O.t4 oC/hr.

Since the tank rnras not mìxed, the temperature rise locaIly in

some parts of the tark would have been much higher. According

to eqr.ration [-.46), derived by Fand and Keswani, the heated

Layer in this particular test would have descended to the

1eyel of the cylinder in approximately thirteen minutes. The

rnajor problsn then, during the experimental work, was trying

to complete a test before the arrival of the descending (or

rising) layer of heated water, as detected by the thermopiles.

Initially the cold room hras set at roughly the de-

sired temperature and the tank brought to equilibriun with

the roorn using an electric rnixer. Finer adjustments of the

bulk water telnperature were accomplished by adding ice to the

tark or by'turning on the heaters for short periods of time
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with the mixer operating. ltlhen the tank was fully mixed and

at tlne desired temperature, the mixer r^ras turned off and the

water allowed to come to rest. Neutrally buoyant spheres in

the water indicated when all motion had ceased.

Each region r4ras irrvestigated separately during the

course of the experiment, beginning with region III (rryflow).

Initially, aIL rheostats and potentiometers were set at their

maximr.un resistances and the power supply turned on. Each cir-
cuit was then roughly aðjusted with the rheostats to obtain

an angular por4rer distribution over the cylinder which was

similar to the distribution derived by Hermann [18]. After the

thermocouples had reached steady state, they were monitored

in order to see what ad.justments had. to be made to the povüer

settings. The process of adjusting these variable resist¿¡nces

and scanning the thermocouples continued until the cylinder

was isothermal. At this point, the thirty-four thermocouple

and four thermopile voltages were scanned and recorded. Follow-

ing this, the standard resistor and heater voltage drops were

scarmed, recorded and checked and finally the thermocor-ples

and thermopiles were checked and recorded again. All of the

tenperatures which were calculated were based on the average

of the two sets of thermocotrple and thermopile readings. The

entire process took anywhere from fifteen minutes to forty-

five ninutes, depending on the region and on the magnitude of

the driving forcer on.

fl

j..:'
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The most difficult tests were the first ones in each

region. In these tests, tb po\^Ier settings often had to be

radically altered from the tests in the previous region and as

a result, a lot of ti¡ne was required to come to the steady

state. In one region in particular, region II-S, the initial

test could not be conpleted before sufficient heat had been

generated in tfu tank to affect the thermopiles. However,

once a pattern of power settings had been established in each

region, the renaining tests in that region required only minor

adjustments to attain isothennal conditions.

The only real problem encountered during the test-

ing process was in region IV, the last one investigated. At

ttre higher bulk water tmperatures in this region, air came

out of solution and,adhered to the surface of the cylinder in

the form of srnall air bubbles. These bubbles had the capacity

to severeLy affect the heat transfer characteristics, if the

testing prodedure was of long enough duration to allow them to

form. Care had to be taken after each test in this region to

inspect the cylinder so as to decide rn¡hether or not the results

of that test were meaningful. Just prior to each test in this

region, the entire cylinderl^Ias wiped free of air bubbles. The

testing procedure required considerable practice to perfect

the technique for obtaining isothermal conditions, However,

the design of the apparatus permitted very accurate loca1

measurements to be taken.
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CHAPTER 3

AMLYSIS OF RESTJLTS

3.1 Distribution of Results

Ïn this experiment, ðata was collected at fifty-six
points in the four different flow regions defined by Yuill [48].

The boundaries between the regions are given in Appendix VII.

However, Yuillts arbitrary Location of the border between sep-

arated and non-separated flow, 0 = -0.6, did not fit the data

of the present erperiment very wel1. An examination of the prop-

ties of the boundary Layer in region II revealed that x, the

point i¡ the boundary layer whose density was the same as that

of the bulk fluid, seemed to be the controlling paraneter. With

the value x = 0.31 arbitrarlly chosen as the point of compar-

ison, tlre ðata could be divided into two groups, one with val-

ues of t above 0.51 and the other below 0.31 (SeeAppendixVII).

With these fixed bor-¡¡rdaries, the errperìments were

distributed in the following manner. Three tests were conducted

in the:downflowing region I, twenty-one in the separated bi-

directional region II-S, fourteen in the non-separated bidirec-

tional region II-N and eighteen in the upflowing regions III
and IV (seven in region III and eleven in region IV). The dis-

tribution of results is graphically presented in Figure 16.
i -ir
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3.2 CaLculation of Heat Transfer Vâriables

66

All heat transfer calculations were performed on an

IBM 370/75 digital computer. Thermocouple and thermopile volt-

ages were converted to tenperatures as the initial step. Dev-

iations from the isothermal condition are shovm in Table 11 in

Appendix yI'II. The maximr¡n percentage deviation on each plate

rarrged fron "6.80% to 5,27% wblJ:e the root mean squafe percent-

age deviation on each plate varied from 0,69% to 4.93%.

The current in each circuit was calculated from the

lcrown resistance of each standard resistor and the voltage drop

tlirough that particular standard resistor. T?re por,ver to each

r.rai¡r heater for pair of guard heaters) was found frorn the pre-

vious'1y'calculated current and the voltage drop across the

heater. Fower losses b)'conduction along the tubing, insulation,

1eads, etcetera, were not of sufflcient magnitude to be impor-

ta¡t to tlie experirnental results, A discussion of these and

other related e:çerftnental errors is presented in Appendjx VIII.

Since the heat transfer results were synmetrical a-

bout a vertical plane through the center of the cylinder, cal-

culations were only performed for the six main heaters on one

side of this p1ane. The other readings were taken only as a

check on the syrmetry of the apparatus. All of the calculations

were perfor¡red using the variable fluid property relations de-

scrib-ed in Appendix Iy, Ìn conjunction with a reference temp-

erature, taken to be the film temperature of the boundary Iayer.

i.::.'r.;i -: l
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3.3 Presentation of Results

As previously rnentioned, the puïpose of the present

e;perimental investigation was twofold; first to correlate

the local heat transfer data and second to correlate the av-

erage heat transfer data. This necessitated two different

nethods of presentation of the results.

3.3.L Local Heat Traßfer Results

One method of presentation would have been to graph

the variation of the local heat transfer coefficient, h(6)

with the angular position, t. As can be seen in Figure 17,

the drawback was that although the profiles in the same region

might have sfunilar shapes, they would sti1l not necessarily

coincide with one another because they were also functions of

the driving force, 0n. Alsor Hermamrs analytical solution for

the heat transfer coeffícient was a function of his surface

temperature function, t'(0), which in itself was a function of

the Prandtl m¡nber (i.e. a function of the fluid itself). By

presenting the results as the ratio of the loca1 value of the

heat transfer coefficient over the average value, h(6)/h', versus

the angle, E, both of these problerns could be eliminated.

3.3.2 AVerâgè Heât Transfer RèSúlts

Most conventional correlations are of the form:

Iü = c çcr.vlr/4 (3-1)
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Yuill [48] presented his results in an analogous manner and

correlated the coefficient C against various parameters in

the region arotrird a bulk water temperature of 4oC. Therefore,

in order to coÍrpare the results for a horizontal cylinder

with those of Yuill for a vertical flat plate, the average

heat transfer results of the present erperinent were present-

ed in a sinilar manner. The average heat transfer coefficients

and Nusselt mnnbers in the present investigation were calcu-

lated by taking the average of the six local values around

the circtmference of half of the rylinder. They therefore

represent the averaging of a stepwise changing relationship,

instead of a continuous one. This in itself introduced an

error into the anlaysis but since it would not have been

practical to incorporate more heaters into the apparatus,

this error could not be minimized any further.

3.4 Correlation of Local Data With Hennárurrs Solution

ó9

The values of the ratios , h(E) /8, plotted versus

angle, E, for each region in Figure 18, were obtained by av-

eraging the values of all of the tests in each particular

region. Local values of this heat transfer ratio are tabulated

in Table 1. The average values of h(g)/ñ, as well as the root

mean square deviations for each region are presented in Table

2. Values of 5 were taken as the nidpoint of each heated

section.

i'-,:,::-:--
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TABLE 1

Experinental Results j h(E)/ñ For Eâch Test

Test .Angle (degrees) . . .. .
No. Region 15 45 75 105 135 165
1 rr-N 1.193 1.049 0.964 0.866 0.741 1.187
2 rrr t.233 1,133 1.037 0,949 0.751 0.898
3 III I.201 1.1-81 L.119 1.056 0;800 0.643
4 rrr L.20r 1.772 7.124 1. 0s4 0. 800 0 .649
5 rrr 1.180 1.059 0.995 0.923 0.75s 1.090
6 rrr r.r9z 1.166 1.100 1.055 0.810 0.677
7 rrr L,zL6 L,207 1.081 1.081 0.817 0.603
B rr*N L.L07 1. 016 0 ,992 0 .927 0 ,763 1.196
9 rr-N 1.089 1.048 0.989 0.875 0.799 L.20L

10 rrr 1.t76 1.052 0.958 0.943 0.820 1.051
11 rr-N 1.191 1. 114 0.993 0 .976 0.848 0.879
12 Ir.N 1.153 L.074 0,996 0.978 0.853 0.967
13 Ir-N 1.025 0,958 0.904 0.876 0.877 1.360
L4 rr-N L.047 0.959 0.893 0.905 0.862 r.337
ls rr-N 1.111 0.998 0.966 0.94L 0.80s \.L79
16 rr=N L.034 0.954 0.931 0.859 0.854 1.369
T7 II-N 1.141 0.966 0.931 0.855 0;813 I.293
18 IT-N 1.158 0,946 0,951 0.881 0.813 I.29].
19 rr-N 1.091 0.983 0,959 0.922 0.818 L.226
20 rr-N L.r07 1.050 0.998 0.939 0 ¿ 854 r.052
2I rr=N 1. 157 1. 015 0 .973 0 .921 0 .872 1.062
22 rr.s a,727 0.758 0.838 1.105 I.290 1.303
23 rr=s 0 .728 0 .736 0. 839 1. 098 1. 280 7.320
24 rl=s a.643 0.725 0.955 1.159 L,235 1.285
25 rr-s 0.693 0.727 0.884 1.080 r.276 1-.34r
26 rr-s 0.698 0.709 0,861 1.155 r.273 L.324
27 rr-s 0.379 0.831 1.090 1.196 r.228 r.27s
28 rr-s 0 .730 0 .7 48 0 .831 L.037 1.311 r.343
29 rr-s 0 .675 0.678 0;919 L.r27 1.304 L.296
30 rr-s a .7L3 0.678 0.925 1. 111 1.279 L.293
3r rr-s 0.701 0.690 0.960 1.131 L,243 L.275
32 rr-s 0.707 0.70L 0.961 1.116 L.Z4r r.274
33 rr=s 0.730 0.695 0.919 1.064 1.268 L"323
34 rr-s 0.718 0.690 0.899 1.106 1.255 T.333
55 rr-s 0.725 0.663 0.902 1.066 L.269 L.377
36 rr-s 0.710 0.719 0.969 1.107 L.L79 1.3L7
37 rr-s 0 .728 0 .736 0.861 1. 025 L.257 r.394
58 rr-s 0.662 0.693 0.862 1.025 r.3r2 r.446
39 rr-s 0.701 0.782 0.900 0.996 1.20s L.4t4



TABLE 1 [continued)

Expêfiméntál RéSú1tS -: hCt)/ñ For Eaih Tést

Test
No. Region 15 45 75 105 13s 165

77

70- -TïT -W nr66- -0.87T- WE- -T-199- -TM
4L rr-s 0.755 0.824 0.863 0.987 1.186 1.386
42 rr-s a.767 0. 781 0 .827 0.985 1.2t8 r.422
43 r 0.685 0.890 0.956 1.042 1.186 L.243
44 r 0.558 0.864 1.02s r.r20 L.206 L.227
45 r 0.611 0.901 L.A26 1.128 1.165 r.r72
46 ry 1.100 1.091 1.064 1.059 0.808 0.878
47 rV 1.20t 1.115 r.072 1.086 0.797 0.729
48 ry r.239 1.165 1.065 L.072 0.818 0.642
49 ry L.239 1.163 1.066 L.072 0.818 0.642
50 ry T.263 1.189 L.077 1.065 0.797 0.608
51 ry r.273 L.249 1.101 1.006 0.789 0.583
52 ry I.260 I.254 1.118 0.994 0.789 0.585
53 ry L.23L L.206 1.131 L.020 0.821 0.591
54 ry L.247 L.209 L.L29 1.005 0.816 0.597
s5 ry L.23r L.202 1.119 L.\Zr 0.814 0.615
56 ry 1. 255 1. 258 1. 116 0 .97 4 0. 795 0 .601

i.'.
ir 't..'.

TABLE 2

Experimental Results - h(E)/E For Each Region

.Ang1e (degrees)
[8 45 7s 10s 13s 165

hC6)/ñ'-nõm- ll8ES- -Tl0ì0f -Tne-7- -Tf85- WRegion
I
I

ÏI-S
II.S
IÏ.N
II-N

o
h(e)/n

6
h(t)/h-

o
III-ry h(E)/n
úII-W o

0.063 0.019 0.040 0.048 0.022 0.037
0.699 0 .729 0.902 1.078 L.253 L.34L
0.080 0.046 0.062 0.062 0.040 0.054
r.r12 1.009 0.959 0.908 0.827 1.186
0.053 0.052 0.035 0.041 0.041 0.149
r.2L6 1. 161 1. 07L 1.014 0 . 800 0 .737
0.040 0.065 0.055 0. 060 0 .026 0.190

.: l

where o is the standard deviatio:l of the data in each region.
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In Figure 18a, the results are plotted for regions

I and II-S. Also plotted is Hermarurts analytical solution for

a region with a dounl¿rd buoyancy force, which is a mirror

image of his solution for the upward buoyancy force case. As

could. be expected, in region I (dov'rnflow), the expertîmntal

results were almost identical to the analytic solution. A1-

though only three tests were performed in thiüs region, the

1ocal results were considered quite reliable by the author,

since the average heat transfør results in this region also

correlated weðL. The deviation of the two curyes at sma1l val-

ues of g hlas also expected because Hermar¡rts curve approaches

zero in¡hile in the actual case, the boundary Layer theory breaks

dor,r,n in thi.s region of Ë and the heat transfer foon the cyl-

inder to the sinkìng phnne of warm fluid decreases to sorne

fi¡ite yalue. The results in region fI-S, the region of sep-

arated Tiidirectlonal flow', hrere generally similar in shape to

those in region L I't was evident from the slope of the graph

that the outer, dor.,inward flowìng bor:ndary layer predominated

in this'area. The levelling out of the results at sma1l values

of g was attribr-rted to either unsteady effects or increased

rnixing i¡ the sinking plune of fluid which were not explain-

ab-1e usiag conventional boi-urdary \ayer theory.

In figure 18b., the results are presented for regions

I'I'"N, IIT and fY, along with Flermannrs theoretical solution.

i.l'-. -

l._:l
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Again his solution is not valid. in the area above 1500 be-

cause the bor.ndary Iayer approximations are no longer valid

in this area (i.e. there is no longer a boundary Layer but a

phme of rising fluid). The results for regions III and IV

(upflow) compare quite favorably with the analytic solution

up to E = 1500. In the actual case, at values of E above 1500,

the heat transfer ratio does not go to zero as predicted, but

tends to some finite value. þon examination of individual

test results in Table 1, it was evident that some r.¡nsteadiness

at large values of g was present for a few cases in this area,

particularly in region III. The results for region II-N, the

region of non-separated bidirectional flow, demonstrated the

s¿me general trend in slope of the curve up to a point around

E = 1500. Again the actual test results indicated a very

high value of this ratio for the last heater, most likely due

once more to an increased exchange of energy in the plune,

accentuated by the presence of two boundary layers flowing in

opposite directions.

3.5 Correlation of Averâged Dâta With YúilIf S Flypcithéses

5.5.1 llnid_irèctional Dou¡nflow: Région I

In this region, Yui1l used a similarity transfor-

rnation to solve the boi.rndary layer equations and derived a

serni-empirical formula for the coefficient C, in the formula

ir::_ 1ì; ,::'
t.:..-.Ì . .-
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for the 1ocal Nusselt m-rnber:

Itu* = Cr(Gr*.er¡ll4 (3-z)

or h* = C, (k/x) . (Gr*' Pr¡L/ 4 (3- 3)

where C, was a fir:rction of o, the dimensionless boundary l.ayet
':

buoyancy function (equation 1-55). By integrating the erpres- ì

sion for the heat transfer coefficient over the plate surface, ',

I

it can easily be shor,m that:

Nu = (4/3).Nuxlx=l ..G-4)

In order to relate these results to a horizontal cylinder,

equation (1-18), derived by Hernann, r^ras employed:

If D = L, N% = 0.777 Nu,, . ....(3-5)

Conbining both of the above, it was determined that Yuillrs

local values of the coefficient C, for a vertical flat plate

could be nodified for the average heat transfer results from

a horizontal rylinder by nultiplying then by 1.036:

cr = 0.5884 - 0.1015[1 - ery (Az + Bzz

+ cz3 * oz4)l ... ....(s-6)
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whereZ=o,-0.02825

A - -23.043

B = 150.688

G = -469

and D = 406

The results of the three tests performed in this

region and comparisons with the theoretical model are pre-

sented in Table 3. The average and root mean square percent-

age deviations of the experimentaL ðata were 1.93% arñ 2.57%

respectively. Although the results were in close agreement

with Yuill's correlation, an insufficient ntrnber of tests

were conducted for the correlation to be considered verified.

Figure 19 graphically presents the relationship of C, as a

function of o for the horizontal q¡linder, as well as showing

the location of the e4perimental points.

TABLE 3

Conparison of Experimental and Analytical
Hèat Transfèr RéSultS in Règion I

Test cl cï
No. 0¿ Z (theorêtidâl) (éxpéfùnéntâl) Error(%)

43 .20430 .17605 .4985 .5113 2.57

44 .12305.09480 .5125 .5164 0.76

45 .L5872 .13047 .5054 .5178 2.45
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3.5.2 thridirectionâI lJpfloú: RegionS III and IV

These regions were again ones in which a sinilarity
transformation of the boundary Layer equations was possible.

Yuill solved the bor¡ndary layer equations and once more de-

rived a formula to rnatch the values of Crrr_, with the theor-

etical results. He found that, in this instance, a could not

be used successfully as the correlating variable but that 4,

the perpendicular distance fron the II-III boundary, could

be successfully enployed.

As in region I, Yuillrs local values of ClIl_rU for

a vertical flat plate were rnod.ified in order to coÍpare them

with the experimental average values for the horizontal cyl-

inder:

CltI_IV= 0.4413 + 0.0404[1 - erp(AO

* Bþ2* Gó3 * to4)l ... ...(s-7)

whereA=-1.28569oc-l

B = 0. sztsss oc-Z

c - -0.0581512 0C-5

and D - -0. 00377369 
oC-4

Eighteen tests were performed in these two regions. The re-

sults of these tests along with a con4larison to the theoretical

1.....



solutions are presented in Table 4. Figure 20 shows the var-

iation of CllI_-ly with 6, as well as the e>perimental results.

Tïre average percentage deviation from Yuillts correlation in

these regions was 1.02% wlnlle the root mean square deviation

was 8,J9%,

The results, however, had more significance when

they were broken dorr¡n i¡to two separate regions, Iû was clear

tlrat with the exception of test #3, aLL of the experirnental

results in region III were lower than predicted while in reg-

ion fV, with tlre exceptions of tests #46 and #47, all of the

experimental results were higher than those predicted by

Yui11!s correlation, There were three possible explanationsì

for these discrepancies. The first was that Yuillrs correlation

was not accurate, The second was that Hermannts relationship

between the ayerage lfusselt m¡rñers for flat plates and hor-

izontaT cylinders was incorrect and the third rt¡as that there

I^/as sofle systematic error in the results.

At large values of 0, Yuillts correlation for the

flat plate correctly converged to Ostrachts solution f.or a

fluid with a Prandtl ni.nnber of ten, which was 5% higher than

McAdarnst correlation of erperimental data for vertical flat

plates. Yuillrs correlation in this region was based on arr

analytic solution and should therefore be quite accurate.

t{ermarurls analytic solution for a fluid with a Prandtl m.mber

79
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TABLE 4

Comparison 0f Elcperimental And Analytical
Hêât Tiansfef Ré:ùIts In Regions III And IV

cttt-tv cru-ly
No. Region 0 ftheoretical) (experimental) Error(%)T -TïT- -TT168. ---t4õrr-- ----W- -TS7-

Test

3 III

4 III

5 III

6 III

7 III
10 III
46 IV

47 Iy

48 ry

49 IV

50ry
51 IV

52 IV

53 rV

54 ry

55 rV

56 IV

0.9004

0.7506

0.2403

0.6744

0.7272

0.023t

7.7574

10.2068

15. 9544

t4.4028

11.5035

9. 9989

L2.0272

8.8885

7.3418

5.8180

4.0187

.4660

.4637

.4515

.46L3

.4633

,4425

.48L7

.4817

.4817

.48t7

.48L7

.48L7

.48L7

.4817

.48L7

.48L7

.4814

.5041

.445s

.4482

.4243

.42s8

.3883

.4310

,44L0

. s348

.5364

.5274

.5351

.537 4

.5050

.5086

.4e46

.5031

8.18

-3.97

-0.73

-8.02

-8.09

-t2.25

-10. 53

=8.45

LL.02

11. 56

9.49

11. 09

11.56

4.42

5.58

2.68

4. 51

i ¡': :
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of ten, as given by equation (1-40), did not agree with

lvkAd.ams t correlation of experiment l d^t^ for horizontal cyl-

inders but in fact was 10% lower than this experimental cor-

relation. An inspection of the test results for the smaller

values of q revealed that the temperatures in the tests with

the highest deviations from the correlation had not reached

steady state but were stil1 increasing. This would cause the

Nusselt nr.rnber and hence the coefficient CIll_IV to be arti-
ficia11y1ow.ThesetestshIereamongthefirstexperiments

perfonned. The experimental values of Crrr_IV at large values

of 4 seemed to converge tor{rards McAdamstvalue of 0.53. The

final conclusion that was dravm r^ras that the valuet of CIII_IV

in the lower regions of q should have been higher, owing to

erperimental error and that the entire correlation should have

been shifted upward 5-10% due to an apparent inaccuracy in

Hermanrrrs correlation of flat plate and horizontal cylinder

results.

3.5.3 Bidiiectiónál Nön:Sêpáfátéd Flów: Rêgion II-N

In this region, no analytic solution r,rras possible.

In order to correlate his experimentaL data, Yuill developed

his ov¡n enpirical equation between CII-tt and ó, the perpen-

dicular distance fron the II-III boundary. Ctt_* was related

to the inner bor.rndary 1.ayet which was thought to be doninant

in this region. His experimental data had a root mean square

:_1-ì
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deviation of 6.35% from this equation. When this line was

modified for the average results from a horizontal cylinder,

it was for-rnd that the present experimental data had an av-

erage error of 1.55% and a root mean square deviation of 5.79%

fron Yuill's modified correlation, which was given by:

cll_N= 0.3548 + 0.08290 .(3-8)

The fact that the present data fitted the correlation better

than YuÍllrs or,,rn data seemed to indicate that the correlation

well represented the variation of data in this region.

However, upon closer examination of Yuillfs equation

it was noted that the rnatching of CII-I¡ *d CtII-rU at the

II-III boundary was not correct. Th¿t is to say, Yuillts

constant was determined by assr.ming that at O = 0:

crr-Nl/crrr-rv = 

i.íî;l'11 .(s-e)

This is not strictly true. A more accurate statement would be:

crr-..¡/crr' ' 
: ;ff| îî:':::î:;ï':i'li':^ 

" "'

i i.' -

il: -

i.:. r::;
I i l-:::..1:.

i:, ..',:,1
ì':'. .t:.Ii.
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Using this new value of the ratio

fit was attempted for the present

Rehr correlating equation becarne:

atþ=0raleastsquares

experimental results. The

CfI_¡¡ = 0.3419 + 0.0220þ (3- 11)

Figure 21 shows how the experimental results com-

pared to both Yuill's rnodified line and to the corrected cor-

relating equation (3-11). The results of the fourteen tests

perforned in region II-N and a comparison with the new cor-

relating equation are presented in Table 5. The average and

root mean squtre percentage deviations were 0.49% and 5.09%,

respectively. Although the new equation d.id. not significantly

improve the correlation of the experimental results, it did

provide a much better fít at the II-III boundary.

3.5.4 Bidiréótionál SéÞarátéd Flpw: Regióp II-S

This region'hias similar to region II-N in that no

easily obtainable analytic solution r{Ias possible. Once again,

Yuill correlated his data empirically against two controlling

parameterS, ó, the perpendicular distance fron the II-III

boundary and y, the angle of rotation about the point Tp = T-

= 4oC, measured clockv,rise from the I-II boundary. The model

involved calculating the coefficients for both the inner and

outer boundary layers and then combining then in such a way

| -:..::'1?:::r:,; i:i-l
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TABLE 5

Comparison 0f Ercperimental
Heat Trânsfer Results In

And Bnpirical
Region II-N

Test
No. o

1 -.0450

8 -.1374

9 -.1s20

11 -.0057

L2 -.1106

L3 -.4379

L4 -.4850

15 -.4145

16 -.5412

17 -.3932

18 -.3555

19 -.2626

20 -.1708

2t -.1496

a"IT-N
(enpirical)

.5409

.3389

.3386

.3418

.3595

. Js¿J

.3372

.3328

.3300

.3332

.334L

.336L

.3381

.3386

('
"TT-N

(experimental)

.3497

.32L9

.307 4

.3817

.3438

.3]-.87

.3396

.3439

.3314

.3425

.3367

.3190

.3435

.3495

Error (%)

2. 58

-5.02

"9.2L

LL.67

L.27

-4.09

2.54

3.34

0.42

)10

0. 78

-5.09

1.60

3.22
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as to predict the local heat fltx from the plate.

In the present study, this nethod of correlation

was rejected as being too cornplicated and as not giving a

clear enough physical picture of the dependence of heat flux

on the various parameters. In addition, Hasinoff [17] showed

that Yuillrs correlation in this region required a good deal

of refinenent. He anaLyzed his erçerimental deviations from

this correlation and found thern to be functions of 4 and y,

the two correlating variables. As could be seen from the local

results (Figure 18a), the 1ocaI surface heat flux in this

region had the s¿rme general shape as the curve in the uni-

directional dov¡nflowing region I. It was therefore assuned

that in this region, at least for a horizontal cylinder, the

outer downward flowing boundary Layer predoninated. If this

proved to be a correct assumption, then the heat transfer re-

sults in this region could be correlated in a similar numner

to region II-N, except that the coefficient Clt_S would be

based on properties of the outer bor.rndary Layer.

A least squares fit of the data from the tlienty-one

tests in this region was attempted. In order for the coef-

ficient Ctl_S to natch the value of C, at the I-II boundary,

where Z = 0, the proper constant had to be evaluated for the

correlating equation. This was done by calculating the ratio:
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TABLE 6

Comparison Of Erperjmental And Bnpirical
Hêát Transfêf RésultS In Règión IIis

crt-s crt-s
Cqnpirical) (oçefirnênta1) Error(?)

Test
No.

2Z

23

24

25

z6

27

28

z9

30

51

32

33

34

35

36

5t

38

39

40

4L

42

-.02432

-. 02189

- .02089

-.02692

-.02070

.00865

-.02850

-.01400
-.02539

-.02263

-.02738

-.02438

-.02286

-.03454

-.0326L

-.04080

-. 03795

-.04629

-.05193

-. 05381

- .0460s

-.05257

-.05014

-.049L4

- .05517

- .04895

-.01960
- .0s675

-.04225

-.05364

-.05088

-.05563
-.05263

-.05111

-.06279

-.06086
- .06905

-.06620

^,07454

- .08018

- .08206

-.07430

.4867

.4876

.4880

.48s7

.4881

.4990

.48s2

.4906

.4865

.4873

.4856

.4867

.4873

.4829

.4836

.4806

.4816

.4785

.4764

.4757

.4786

.5043

.4950

.4897

.4957

.4738

.5374

.49L3

.4840

.4668

.4689

.4644

.4809

.4824

.4650

.4727

.4689

.4446

.4957

.4960

.5102

.4925

3.62

T.52

0.35

2.06

--2.93

7 .70

1,26

-1.35

=4. 01

-3.78

^4.37

--1.19

-1. 01

-3.7I
-2.25
-2.43
-7 .68

3.59

4.11

7.25

2.90
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Crlcrr-s = fto/k) . (vzooPro /rlovr¡r/a

= L.L622 ..(s-LZ)

I(nowing the value of C, at the boundary, from the analysis of

the ðata in region I, the value of C'I_S at the boirndary was

obtained. The least squares fit of the results then yielded:

clI_s = 0.5063 + 0.3752 Z ... .(3-13)

where again Z = a - 0.02825. The plot of this equation and

the experirnental results are pïesented in Figure 22. The em-

pirical and eriperirnental results are also tabulated in Table

6. The average error of the data fron the predicted values

I{Ias -0.02% while the root mean square deviation hras 3.98%.

Although the correlation was quite good, there was little
variation in cr. in the experirnental points. In order to obtain

a more reliable correlation, more experimental points would be

required, both fi.rrther fron and closer to the I-II boundary

(i.e. over a wider range of a).

3.6 CompâriSon of RéSúlts With ClaSSicâl Theory

Although the previous correlations for regions II-N

and II-S were valid, they were quite ci.rnbersome since they de- i.' 1,,.

pendedoneva1uatingpropertiesoftheirmerandouterborrndary

90
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layers, respectively. To gain an understanding of the effect

of the density anomaly on the nagnitude of the heat transfer

results, the mean overall coefficient, C, for the entire boun-

dary layer hlas conputed for all testoand was plotted in Figure

23, versus a, the dimensionless boundary layer buoyancy

fr,rrction which characterized the density anomaLy. In regions

I and III-IV, the coefficients C, and Clll_lV were identical

to the overall coefficient C. fn classical theory, the coef-

ficient, C, is taken to be 0.53 while a = I/3.

The variation of o may be described as follows.

Along the adiabatic liner o = I/3. CLockr¡¡ise rotation about

the point T- = T- = 4oC away from the adiabatic line, decreases'p
the value of a. At approximately the I-II boundary, d becomes

zero. In regions II and III, o is negative, decreasing stead-

i1y in nagnitude towards negative infinity as the bulk ternp-

erature nears 4oC. Above 4oC, o decreases rapidly from pos-

itive infinity to a value of L/3 at the ad.iabatic line and

also at all points far enough away from T* = 4oC. The discon-

tinuity of o at the point T- = 4oC rnad.e analysis near this

point difficult.
Shor,,¡n in Table 7 are the experinental values of the

appropriate heat transfer variables for the test points, as

well as theoretical values for four points at a large distance

from T- = 4oC. All of the theoretical values were based on a
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F,xperimental
Heat Tr¿ìnSfeY'

TA3LE 7

Values Of Nusselt Mmbers
Côefflcierlts And Heat Fh.oces

Test
'No. Règion

1 TI.N
2 TTI
3 I.II
4 II.I
5 III.
6 TIf]
7 IIf]
8 rf'-.N
9 TI.=N

10 rI.Ï
11 I'I'*N72 Ir'-'¡
13 I'lsN
14 I'.}-N
15 IT'N
16 Iì[:N
7l II'*II
18 II,.N
19 ï'TnN20 r"r'-N
2I II'..N
ZZ I'I'=S
23 II=S
24 II.-S
25 lI'=S'
26 r'I=.S
27 ITì=S
28 IT=,S
29 IT-.S
30 ITIS
31 I'I*S
32 T.I-S
33 II-.S
34 r'I'=S

*0.28708 .4453 3L.42
-A;73273 ,4203 29.27
-2.220L9 .504L 28'58
*0.91257 .4453 27 .47
=0..40381 .4482 27.93
-0,82809 .4243 24.sL
*r.25529.4258 23.76
=0.25227 .4140 20.!9
=a,23250 .3996 16.93
.0,33832 .3883 L6,02
=0.31339 .4769 73.26
-0,19735 .4537 12.79
-,.0,12382 .4505 L7 ,47
=0.13679 ,4738 20.86
*0.18768 ,4602 25.36

"0¡1379-6 ,4622 27.79
=0,15201 .4702 20.08
=-0;13282 .4704 L7 .73
=0;15926 .4341 15.51
=0; 19.695 . 4541 16, 01
-.0.19323 .4628 14.88
"a.02432 .4767 !7.3L
=0:02189 ,4728 18.58
-0;02089 .4696 19.05
=A;02692 .4580 19.30
-0;02070.4554 18.17
0.00865 .6758 20.77

*0.02850 .4519 L7.79
=.0. 01400 .4890 L7 .27
=.0; 02539 .4388 15.79
-0.02263 .4488 15.41
*0.02738 .4327 14.80
-0.0ø4ð88 .4564 15.02
--0.02286 .4628 14.58

U
D

co"c)

L4.3?
11. 59

6.94
8.89

10 .44
7 .93
7. 05
1)õ
5, 69
4.86
2.27
2.66
s. 84
7.23

1_0.08
8.23
6.57
5¡03
4. s6
4.15
3.48
6.92
8.24
8.84
9.07
8.58
7 .73
7.86
7 .20
6.7 5
6.30
6.02
5. 71
5.51

F
C ñ¡ ' (lvlqnz /oc)

.0L7702

.0L6478

.016008

.015416

.015677

.013735

.013303

.011280

.00944s

.00897,7

.007365

.007105

.009735

.011643

.0].420L

.0L2r70

.011200

.009539

.008654

.008910

.008275

.009640

.010360

.010626

.010769

.01,0L32

.011569

.009916

.009619

.008794

.008581

.008237

.008559

.008112

tt/ *rz)
.2s44
.1910
.1111
.t370
.L637
.1089
.0938
.0822
.0s37
.0434
.0L67
.0189
.0569
.0842
.L43L
.1010
.0736
.0480
.0394
.0370
.0288
.0667
.0854
.0939
.0977
.0869
.0894
.0779
.0693
.0594
.0541
.0496
.0477
.043L



-0:03454
*0: 03261
+0.04080
*0 .03795
-.0. 04629
-.0,05193
.0.05381
-0.04605
û8.20430
0.12305
0.15872
0.45159
a37874
0,.34660
0.34598
0.35537
0.36594
0.35843
0.:3767A
0.39962
a.ß246
0.50363

0,33333
0.33333
0.33533
0.3333s

and T4 are

= ,0.55 and

.007467

.007327

.006919

.006359

.006753

.006500

.006368

.005926

.012035

.0L3824

.013451

.020942

.019364

.020649

.020861

.020406

.021298

.022324

.020Lr3

.020580

.0L9427

.018404

.039303

.035559

.030765

.022998

ti;:::;:.:ii:.r:

l. : .1: ..' . .r

1, ;t¡;i.
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Test
'No. Region

35 TI-S
36 II=S
37 II-S
38 ItI.$=
39 TI=.S
40 II=S
4I I'f='S
42 TT.S
43 I
44 I
45 I46 r't/
47 IV
48W
49. rV
so'$fsl rys2 It/
53 I'ys4 ry55rys6 ry

.4183 L3.42

.4300 13.18

.4099 L2.44

.3946 LL.44

.4234 12.ls

.4L36 11.70

.4226 tL.46

.4224 L0.67
,5113 2r.78
.5164 24.94
. 5178 24.27
.4310 36.67
.441-0 33. 8t_

.5348 35.80
,5364 36.r2
,5274 35.60
,5351 37.26
.5374 38.85
.5030 35.27
.s086 36.2r
.4946 34.50
.5031 32.65

.5300 65.89

.5300 59.95

.5300 52.22

.5300 39.28

T1 IV
TZ I.V
T5 TV
T4 I.Y

14.00 .5502
10.00 .3554
6.00 .1846
2.00 .0460

T1, TZ, T3

a = ,L/3, C

theoretical points, calculated for

T = 20oC.

q
)

CVcrn')

"ßn.0342
.0302
.0258
.025s
.0232
.0208
.0L74
.0355
.0852
.0630
.1571
.0798
.0368
.0367
.0477
.0626
.0625
.0682
.0866
.0t09
.0913

U
D

f'ct
s. 05
4.67
4.36
4.05
3.78
s.57
3.26
2.94
2.95
6.16
4.69
7.50
4.52
L.78
L.76
2.3r
2.94
2.80
3,39
4.2r
4. 68
4.96

TABLE 7 (continued)

F,:cperirnental Values 0f Nusselt },h¡nbers
Heat Trárisfer Coêfficients Arid Heat Fluxes

m tv/qrrZ/oc)
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bulk water temperature of 20oC. Inspection of this table more

clearly demonstrated the relative effect of the density anom-

aly on the heat transfer results. Comparing the results of

test #1, for instance, with the first theoretical point, which

had a similar yalue of 00, it was obseryed that while the

values of the overall coefficients differed by only 0.0847

G6,0%), the a¡ount of heat transfer per unit area in the

theoretical case was over twice that of test #1. This was due

to the fact that the heat transfer rate (i.e. the lfusselt ntun-

ber), depended on the Grashof m-unber as well- as the coefficient

C and the Grashof m¡nber in turn was a firnction of o. Test

#32 showed an even more dramatj-c decrease, as opposed to the

third th,eoretical point, In this test, the rate of heat trans-

fer was only 27eo of ruhat it was for the theoretical case,

wÏlich was far renoyed from T- = AoC and which had an almost

equal driving force, en. Finally, the table demonstrated that

irr region W, the test results were converging towards the

theoretical results for the constant property solution, as

would be expected.

'::. : .-t i: - j
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C}IAPTER 4

ST]MMARY AND CONCLUS]ONS

In correlating the local values of the heat trans-

fer coefficient, it was found that the results ìn region I

and in regions III and fV agreed remarkably well with Her-

mannls analytic loca1 distributions (Figure 18). The results

in region II were divided into two sub-regions; region II-N,

a region of non-separated bidirectional flow in which the in-

ner upi^rard flowing boundary layer seemed to predominate and

region f'f=Sr a region of separated bidirectional flow in which

the outer dowruvard flowÌng boundary Iayer seemed to be of

greater importance. The distribution of heat fluxes in these

two sub-.regions correlated fairly well with the respective

analytic solutions for upflow and downflow, although the

presence of two opposing flows seemed to increase the rate of

heat transfer from th-e area of the cylinder where the pltune of

lvarn fluid left the cylinder to rise or sink in the tank.

l{ith the present experimental setup, it was impos.

sible to determÌne whether or not separation was actually oc-

curring in region II. As previously mentioned, if one looked

purely at the local distribution of heat fluxes, the two sub-

regÌons would appear to correspond rnore to upflow and down-

flor^¿ than to separated and non-separated bidirectional f1ow.



In this respect, a flow visuaLization study would be of great

benefit in determiaing the nature of the flow phenomena in

these two regions, as well as in qualitatively showing the

reason for the increased heat transfer in the ph.une, which

was also apparent in region II.
Hermannts analytic solution for the average heat

transfer from an isothermal horizontal cylinder, which was

used to modify Yuillrs correlations in regions III and IV,

appeared to make the curve of CltI_rU level out at a value

mrch smaller than the value that was used by McAdarns to cor-

relate the experimental data of several investigators (Fig-

ure 20). The experimental results in region IV also tended to

agree with N{cAdansr value of the coefficient (i.e. the dev-

iation of the data from the correlating equation was rather

large). It should be noted, however, that Hermannts solution

was based on similarity assr.unptions which were not strictly
applicable for the case of the horizontal cylinder. In region

I (Figure 19), the correlating equation again predicted lower

results than those which hrere experirnentally determineð., aL-

though since only three tests were performed in this region,

no firm conclusions should be drav¡r.

In region II-N, Yuill?s correlation was altered

somewhat to give a better fit of Ctt_* and Crrr_,u at the

II-III boundary. The experimental d.ata seemed to correlate

97
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f.airLy well with this modified correlation (Figure 2L), aL-

though again, more tests would have been necessary to confirm

its validity. The results in the separated bidirectional

region II-S, although they correlated quite well with equation

(3-13), Itlere also very closely grouped in terms of the value

of cx, the correlating variable (Figure 22). A more represen-

tative least squares fit would have been possible had the ex-

perimental points been picked with a wider range of values

of o¿.

In conclusion, it was shoum that Hefirnnnrs anal-

yticaL solution predicted the local variation of heat flux

arotrnd an isothermal horizontal cylinder very well but this

same solution yielded nunerical results for the average rate

of heat transfer which appeared to be somewhat low in mag-

nitude. Yuill's flat plate correlations for the region around

a bulk ïiater temperature of 4oC were ad.equately rnodified. for

the horizontal cylinder in the same temperature region and

enabled a f.airly accurate estimate of the average Nusselt

nuriber to be made. More impottarttLy, however, the effect of

the variable fluid property relations and the density anomaly

on the heat fltx from an isothermal horizontal cylinder r4ras

quite dramatically dernonstrated. Heat transfer rates in the

vicinity of a bulk hrater temperature of 4oC may be expected

to be as much as three times less than what they would be'in

l.-
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water at a higher temperature or than the rates which would

be predícted in this temperature range using classical theory.

This result might be of great practical importance in northern

latitudes with respect to heat transfer frorn submerged pipe-

lines or from other underwater bodies of different geonetry.

¡.1-. :-: -.:r
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APPENDIX I

HERMANNI S TRA}trSFORMATION AND DERTVATION

0F AzIXftiTH.'F-ttNCTI0NS f Ce) ANp sCs)

Herrnarm began wÌth the standard differentÌal equations:

Momenttm: u(aulax) + v (au/ ðy) = v (azu/ ay?)

* gÊo.sin[x1r) ,...CI-l) :.,:::,.,::

Continuity: (aulax) + [avlay) = I .. ..(I-Z)
i

Energy: u[aelax) + vþo/ay) = o (a?e/ay?) . ..(I-S) 
.

The dtfferential equations became:



6n'Egn - eE' 6nn * 6nnn = r.sin(g) .(I-13)

6n.r.-6g."n=CI/Pr).rnn. ..(I-14)

where the subscripts indicated d.ifferentiation.

Nov'r introducing:

The equations were transformed to;

p'2 (f2gg, * 1f¡ gZ) - pÞ,,(ffrr2,

The independent variables 'hrere nor{i E and q. The primes

on p and t denoted differentÌatÌon with respect to q,

while the prirnes on f and g denoted differentiation with

respect to t. To elìminate E from the differential equa-

tions, Hermarur let:
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7ff 'g' = c.six(t) ... Q-ZZ)
zfg' = d.sin(E) G-zs)

The differentÍal equatlons then became:

where

Introducing FCE)

GCE)

c)p'Z - Cc)pp"

(a.Pr)pt1 = 0 [] - 28)

@+

tlf +

Equations (I-20), CI--21), CI-22) and (I-25) becarne:

Fr =Ç cr-31)

FF'cz = C./^2so4).rt(r) Cr-ss)

FG3 = (a/uso4).sin(E) ... (r-s4)

i t:':
r:l::;

':r':t.r1..
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þ substituting CI-31) into (I-54) and letting d = c/a:

Ff = G ...(I-38)

FzcG, = (b/r2goa).riocg) [r-sg)

Tltcz = (./u2go4).ri.nc) ....,..i.. (r-40)

which was equivalent to three equations in two unlarovms.

If the transformations (I=15), (I"16) and (I-17) were

va1-id, therr [I-39) and CI.40) would haye ldentical solutÍons.

letting . = E/rLgon ,.¡¡¡¡r ....,.,.........(r-41)
y=c/a2goo,. ...., .d... .(r-42)

ûr=E'r/Z ...(I'43)

Hermarur for¡:d that (I"44) and (I.45) did not have iden-

tical solutions, but were only approcimately equal. O::ly

the solution to CI-44) fit the bor;ndary conditions at [ = g

(or u: = -n/2). Therefore, this solution was used to find G.

FCr) = 1.504(1+. 581ur- .05626u2- .0L4rzu3

-.00165o4-.ooo66o5) ...

Íit-
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G [tr) = Itr- C^2 / z7+ çu4 ¡ z+) - (^6 /tzo)
*ç^8/40,szo)j / r¡r¡¡r/3 . ..G-47)

y = I ....(I-48)
e = -U3 .,.......; .(I-49)

Thereforeb=-(t/S)uzgo .....
c 24-"-80 ¡r¡.. .(r-51)

d = a;o[ ....?.....or¡i¡ .(ï-S2)

where a and go were arbitraqr constants. Hennaru: let:

Finally, the differential eqr.rations were transformed to:

p!Ît + 3pp" - 2p,2 * t = o ....(r-58)
tfr+ 3Pr.pt' = 0 ... (I-S9)

'-:ì:_ ::

These equations were identical to the ones orifinally
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solved by Pohlhausen for air and by Ostrach for a variety

of Prandtl nr.unbers. Ostrach has tabulated p", pr, p, tt
and t for various values of n and for several values of

the Prandtl m.unber. Substituting CI-S3) and (I:54) into

CI=29) and (I-30), the azimuth fi-mctiorrs were:

Figure 24 shows the yariation of g(g) and f(t).g(g) wirh E.

r. .I
!.::

i--:'.:: .,r':::.

i:.::::ì

:.:::
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APPENDTX TT

MERK ANID PRINSI TRANSFORMATION AND

DERIVATTìoN 0F AZIMm{ FnNffrON H[g)

Merk and Prins began with differential equations iden-

tical to those enployed by Hermarur:

* gßs.sin[x/r) ... GI-1)

Continuityl Cau/ax) + (av/ðy) =0 .. .. (II-2)

Ënergy: u[ao/ax) +v(ae/ay; = aCazo/ay?) ..tII-s)

An integral technique rras used, the lùnits of integration

being the extremities of the boundary Layer (0 . y . ô),

with the result that (I'I-1) and tII-5) were transformed to:

Momentun: ufau/ax) + vCau/ây) = ,(aZu/ay?)

atf ju.ayl ldx = gge;sin(x/r) ./je,dy

- v(au/ay)r=O . (II-4)

atijuo .dvl /ax = -q (aola y) 
r=s

Non-dimensional variables were then introduced:

i,, '.. ,, .

E=x/r..... ..... ..(II-6)

i:r.: !. .:
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y/t = (v/o).crL/q.ctg) ... (rr-z)

olep .. d. . (II-B)

- c. (ae/an)n=o ... Crr-11)

- tllPr) 'G

. [atlan)n=o . (rr=12)

u1 = CvlD) .Grr/z.FiE) .. [ïr-10)

Sr.rbstituting (II-6) to (II--10) inro tII-4) and (rr-5):

z. dII:Gz / c)arù ldE = sin (s) . /] C,Z.lan

2'dll:(ctlc)¿nl /dE =

Subject to the bor,mdary conditions:

To satisfy (II-11) and (II-12), subject to the botndary

conditions, Merk and Prins defined:
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r = (l-n)z (rr-1e)

(rr - 20)E = F661'¡¡r-n)z

Substituting [II-19) and (TT-20) into (II-11) and (IT-12)

and carrying out the integration:

(z/L}s) .aTz /q /ae = O/s). sin(s)/G

- FG .¡¡¡¡i ..GI-21)

Q/30).dE/G)/de = Q/Pr).G . .. .. ... .. . (II-zz)

Instead of introducing the functions F(t) and G(t) sep-

arately, in such a way as to fulfiIl the similarity con-

ditions, they introduced the ratio of the two:

F/c = 19,000/{prz (vr+s/7)ilL/4.H(E) . .. (Ir-zs)

which, r,vhen substituted into (II-22), resulted in:

G[6) = [pr/301.Ie,000/{ prT (pr+g/D}f/4
.H'(E) ...(rI-24)

where the primes denoted differentiation with respect i
to g. When (II-24) was substituted back into (TT-23),

an eripression for F[E) i,tas obtained:

1 .-. ':'). ..: t.: .'::): :'
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F (g) = IPr/301.19, 000/{trrz (vr*g¡7|}l\/ z

.H(r).H'(E) . .. Crr-zs)

The final step was substituting (IT-24) and (II-25)

into equation fII-21) which resulted in their obtain-

ing one differential equation in one unlanown:

H2HrH' + Mlfir3 = M.sin(E) . .. (rr-26)

whereffi=2+ Q/\W ...(TT-ZT)

Equation (II-26) was solved by assr.uning that both H(g)

and sin[6) were power series;

HC€) = hr(e + hrE3 * nr6t + ....) (Ir-28)

sin(E) = ,1(E * s3t3 * s5E5 + ....) ... (rI-29)

HCt), its derivatives and sin(g) were now substituted

into (TI-26) and coefficients of equal powers of g

equated. This resulted in:
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where 11 = 1 .. CII-33)

s3= -I/6 ....(II-94)
s, = lfLTo ... . ., .. ... d. .. . .. Crr-35)

szn+l = C1)nl[2n+1)! ... ....(rr-36)

Since the coefficients, h' depended on the Prandtl

nrlnber, the firnction H would be rrore properly written

as HfPr,g). H'[g) and H(g).H'[g) are plotted in Fig*

ure 25 for various yalues of Pr.
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APPENDIX TIT

PRANDTL NT]I\4BER VARIATION OF HERI\,IANN'S DATA

Hermannrs basic heat trarlsfer equations hiere:

Nu(g) = -f .1s9.g(g) 't'(0) .ctr/4 .. (rïr-1)

ffi = -0 .732.r! C0) .GrI/+ (rrr-2)

ft was assuned that Eckert and Drakers form of the equation

for the Nusselt ni¡nber was correct, i.e.:

ffi = c .Ipr/ (. esz+pr)l Ll4. 
çcr.vÐL/4 . . . Cïrï-s)

Equating [II]-2) and (III-,5):

-0.732't' (0) = c'Ipt?/(.ssz+r¡¡¡r/4 ... (rrr-4)

Fron which: c = -0.7s2.t' [0).I(.952+pr)/ptzlL/4 ... (]rï-5)

Hermannrs equations üiere based on a Prandtl nr¡nber of

0.733 . At this value of Pr, t'[0) = -0.508:

ThereforeC=0.495.

ltu (E) = 0 . 804 .s ts) . IPr/ (. ssz*w)lr/ 4

.-1.: i.:i:::.

'(Gr'ea¡1/4 (rrr-7)
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ñü = o.495.Ipr/ (.ssz+vr)fr/a

. (Gr.Pr)l /4 .. (ïïr-8)

t'C0) = -Q. ot6.Ipr?/(.952+pr)lL/4 ..... (rïr-9)

Table I compares equation [I'II-9) with Ostrachts tab-

ulated results for the solution of the differential

equations with yarious values of the Frandtl m¡nber.

For water, the region of interest is 2 < Pr < 14. ïhe

The agreement bettveen the two is excellent in this

Prandtl nunber range (Figure 26 ). With the aid of equa-

tion (III-9), Hermann's results may be extended to any

reasonable Prandtl nrrnber.

TABLE 8

CCN{PARISON OF AI,IALYTIC A]lD E4PIRICAI VATUES OF t ' C0)

.7ll 1. 0 , . z:0 10 10,9 1000

r1[0)95¡a¿s¡ -0.508 -0.567 -0.7L7 -1.169 -2.191 -3.966

¡t [O)eQ,n (rrI-9) -0.508 -0.572 -0.729 -L.L75 -2.133 -3.801

Percent error 0.00 +0,85 +I.79 +0.49 -2.65. -4.16
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APPENÐTX ry

'Fffir,qYg0PE¡[]Es

'.' .,., a:t:.'r.

In this study? four fluid propert"¡es were considero

ed to be variable and had to be waluaped as functions of tenp.

erature. They were the densi'tl p, the dynamÌc rriscosity u, the ;:,:,,,,.,,.,,,,,.

:..:..: ::.:Prandtl nunber Pr and the thegnal conductrrølty k, 
,,,,,,;, ,.,;::

TTie yarlatlon of density was gÌven b'y the ex¡lression: i.,,,t...,.,',.,'i,

polo = 1 + DrT * ÐzTZ * D3T5,.rr!r,r!,,[rr/=11

From Dorsey 16l' po = densit¡ at goC

= 0..9998676 gnlans

Vanlerrs correlation between OoC and 20oC gave:

D, = o0,6669167 * 
'O=4 

ot'l

Dz = o'871689. * to"5 oa=Z

D, = '0 '647664 * 'O'7 
o''3

The standard deviation of the data in this temperature range

from equatÍon [IVrl), uslng the above values of the constants,

r¡¡as 5 .4 x L0=7, For temperatures in excess of 10oC, ïanierrs
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correlation of tTrc data bètween OoC and 35oC gave better re-

sults ¡

D1 = -0.6226173 x 1o'4 oc'l

D2 = 0'807554 * tO'5 0a'2

Ds = =0,432592 x 10.7 oC"3

The standard d.eviatr='on of the data between OoC and isoc from

equatÌon (IV.l), uslng these values of the constantsf hras

-q5.7 x 10 ",

Tïle yariation of viscosity was glven b_'y the ê)Çr€sr

sion;

u/uo = t *TtT *''/ZT + trraT3 rt!"i",r,W-2)

)

From Dorsey't's datai uo = dfnanic vlscosity at OoC

= I.794238 x 10-2 gnlanlsec,

Fron Yuillts correlation of Ðorseyrs data between OoC a¡d 37oC¡

Y, = =3,2657a6 x 10'2 oC'1

Yz = 6'698907 x 10"4 oc"2

v3 = '6 '425338 * to'6 ot'3

The stand.ard deviatÌon of U/io tt* tlie tabuLated values -ursing

the ab-oye constants and equation [W.2) was 1,6 x 10=3.
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The variìation of prandtl m¡nber r,vas given b¡ the ex.
pression:

Pr = p., * p1T * 1ZTZ * PSTS * p4T4 ,i...[]V-j)

Fron Yuillts correlation of Dorseyls data belween Ooc and

3ToCr

PO = 13,50174

P1 = =5.235501 x 10"1 oc"l

Pz = L'4L734J * 
'o-"2 

or'2

P3 = -2'439155 * ,O'4 o^'3

P4 = r,8289.32 * to'6 oa'4

The standard devÍation of the Frandtl nrrnber data from this
equation using tlie absye values of the constants u¡a.s 1,05 x 10.?

Finally', the oçression for thermal conductivity

was given tìy Dorsey asl

k = I.1j90.5j + 15,19j7(Tk)

= 0.01903gBCltit x 4,LgA x 10*6.,.,fW=4),

rvhere k is in v¡/qn/oc and Tr. is the absolute temperature

in degrees Kelvin frl. No estimation of the error in this
equation was given but in any errent, the variatlon of
thermal conductivity with temperature Ìs very s¡na11.

!i:::r'::l
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APPENDIX V

DERIVATION 0F EXPRESSIONS FOR ar aa, clo, Tu AND x

V-l Derivation of ExpreSSion for o

In conventional analyses, where there are no density maxima

or ninima, the buoyang¡ force/unit mass is defined as:
I-.

. :.. ...'
,-. . , 

.

B = gBoor . (V-1) 1r,,,,,,.r,,
a i-,.,,,,-,.i,.

r=e/o'p
.,

= (1 - y/6)'

= constant i

The forrn of the equation for t is the one normally used in

integral analyses. The mean buoyancy force is given by:

E = (r/o)/jn.ay

= (I/3)e¡ep .. (V-S) 
;.,,:,:,,;.:: ::.:..:

, ', .,,.,,

The Grashof m¡nber is then d.efined as: 
i':'.:'1'1:':

Gr = gßono3/uz

-- strn3/vz ....iv-4) I.::::-:;.:

For the analysis of r^rater near 4oC, Yui11 [48] has shown that:
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B = g(o*-O)/o per imit mass

= gß-op G * PrZ * QrS) .(y-s)

p = I CDr*3DrT-)en/ @r+zDrT-+3DrT_2¡1 . . . . Cv-6)

Q = ID¡op?¡ çnr*znrT-*3D3T-2)l . Cv-7)

ß- = I @r+2DrT**3D3T-z)/(1+DrT*

+DrT^2+D"r_3)l . (y-g)¿Ø 5æ'-

The constants Dl , D, artd D, are defined in Appendix fy.

The mean buoyancy force/r.rnit mass is:

E = (r/o)/jn'ay

= (I/3 + P/5 + Q/7)gs*op .. . .(V-9)

Yuill defined the Grashof m.rnber as:

.Gr* = 3egß-onD3/vrz

But frorn equation (Y-4);

*z)Gr = s-BD'/vfo .....

(v-10)

cv-11)

Therefore, the dimensionless boundary layer buoyancy
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is defined as:

a = L/3 + P/5 * Q/Z CV-LZ)

which reduces to s = I/3 at a point far enough away from

the density rnaxfunun.

V-2 Derivation of ExpréSSionS fof oi and o¿o

In the bidirectional flow region, there will be a point in the

boundary Iayer, CI, where the density will be the same as that

of the bulk f1uid. This point rnarks the division between the

inner and outer boundary layers. For the inner boundary layer:

% = ¡rln¡/le.ay .. .(v-1s)

Substituting in (V-2) and CV-s) and integrating:
:

lF, = 8ß-op[(1+P+Q)-(1+ZP+Sq1¡ 
I

.,2
+ (L/ 3+2P+5Q) x'- (P+SQ) rJ

+(p/5+3Q)¡4-(Q)15+¡q/Z)16l ... tV-14) i,,,,::;,¡.,

x=CI/ô ..CV-15) , -.i,:
'tt'" '

If the inner boundary layer Grashof nr.unber is defined as:

&-7)
Gri = 38.D"/v-1r_1t]-

_ _7, 2= Sar8ß_ooD"lrtî ....CV-16)
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then cr . = (l+P+Q) - [1+2P+3Q)E+ (L/3+Zp*5Q) ¡2

- (p+sQ) 23 + (p / S+Se ra- (Q) x 
s

+(e/7)r6 .. ....Cv-17)

"t"t.t'The outer boundary Layet may be ana1ryzed in a similar

naruler:

Bo = 11/(o-sr)l/ffn.ay

= oogß_op .. d. . . .. d... CV-18)

*-z)Gr = 38 D"/v-'ooro
= sooeß*o not/ur| ....Cy-19)

oo = f (Ll3+P/S+Q/7)-[l+P+Q)r

+ [t+lP+]Q7zZ ^ çt¡S*Zp+5q¡ r3

+ (p+SQ) 14 - (p / s*zQ) ¡5* (Q) x6

-e/T)r7l/(t-r) ..j......ty-zo)

V-3 Derivation of Expressions for T. and x

Rearranging equation CV-5) :

e- - p = pgß*op (r + Ptz * Qrs) .. .. Cv-21)

At a point in the bor.rrdary Layerr o, the densities are

l:.r
,.1'.:

ì-.1. ',.'
i r,':,i: : i,'
i.i.;.r:::i
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the same and the left hand side of Cy-21) becomes zero.

Therefore, assuning that equation [V-2) describes the

teÍperature distribution in the boundary layer and know-

ing that r = 0 only at the outside of the bormdary Layer

then equation [V-21) can be simplified to:

1+Prr+qtrz=0 ¡.r.¡¡ .A{-ZZ)

TX=Opt,iT_. ,...01^24)

The filin temperatures of the inner and outer boundary

layers are given by:

Tfi = O.tCTn * Tr) ;.. .. q... . .CV-ZS)

Tfo=O.SIT'*T_) ,.... .ü-26)

Substituting CV-.z) and [V-15) into CV-23) and rearranging:

x=1- (r;l/z
= 1 - I(-P - e2 - +ql/a1¡zelr-/2 " " 0t'-27)

All of the above derivations follow the work of yui1l [4gl.
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APPENDIX VI

DETAILS OF CYLINDER

The results of the experimental work depended a

great deal on an accurate lcrowledge of the cylinder diameter,

since it was an integral part of both the Grashof and ñrselt
m¡nbers. vernier calipers were used to measure the dianeter

of the nain test section at six d.ifferent places around the

circunference. The average value of the diameter obtained in

this mar¡rer rtras 10.254 crn. (4.057 in.). The results are tab-

ulated in Table 9.

TABLE 9

DIAI\4ETER MEAST]REMENTS

Reading Taken Be-
tween Heaters #

Diameter
(cm)

L g 7 L0.2s4

2 Ê 8 L0.25L

3 q g 10.262

4 q 10 L0.249

s q 11 10.2,49

6 ç L2 L0.2s7

D = 10.254 qn.
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The most inportant,,qt:ø-1:-ty.o.f .the assembled test

section hlas that it be as near to being perfectly ro'nd as

was possible. Surface height profiles were taken around the

circunference of the main test section in three places,

the centerline and the two ends of the test section. The

profiles were performed with a dirai- guage which r^ras cap-

able of measuring to the nearest .0015 cm. (.0005 in.). The

pulpose of these profiles hras to indicate high or low spots

around the periphery of the cylinder, which indeed they did.

After hand finishing and polishing the test section, a final
set of profiles was taken. The results, which are presented

in Figure 27, indicated that the rylinder was rotmd to

within .020 cm. (.008 in. ) .

ii --:

l.', - :..
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APPENDIX VIT

BOI]¡üDARY DEF TNITIONS

The boundaries between the flor,,r regions were de-

fined by Yui1l 1481. A description of the division points for

a bulk water temperature of OoC, as well as the pþsical

reasons for the differing types of f1or,,r, hrere given in section

1.2. Tlre convergence of the bormdaries to the point Tp = T_ =

4oC is ìntuitive, ûh1le the syn¡netrical relationsh-ip of the

density of water around the point 4oC e:çlains wþ the bou¡r-

daries are more or less straight lines Ci,e. the Ia-Ib boun-

dary occurs when the densities of the water at the cylinder

surface and. at the outer edge of the boundary Layer are the

same, Thìs Ïiappens at 8oC and.Ooc, at 7oC and 1oC, at 6oC and

ZoC, etcetera), Witfr the above argtnnents in mind, the bor¡n*

daries may be mathématìca1-ly described as follows;

Adiabatic line ;

Ia:Ib boundary :

I-_II bomdary i

II-III boundary:

III-ry boundary;

l=p

T=p

I-p

T=p

L=

Wfren the data.in region II was anaLyzed, it was ap-
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parent that Yuillrs location of the boundary between regions

ïI-N and II-S, the non-separated and separated bidirectional

flow regions, at O = -0.6 did not fit the present data. His

location of this border was chosen to fit his data and could

not be positively identified with the amount of data that he

collected. In any event, the curvature of the cylinrical sur-

face would probably have influenced the position of this boun-

dary. As can be seen in Table 10, the data of the present ex-

periment divided into two gloups according to the value sf f,r

the dimensionless division point between r4flow and downflow

in the boundary Layer. That is to say, the points in region

II-N all hád values of I above .3430 while the points in region

II-S all had values of t below .2832. Hence, a value of t = .il
which was midway between these two values of t was chosen as

the boundary to fit the data of the present experiment.

TABLE 10

Erpêrimentâl ValueS of fl in Regiori II

ry nggi.ol .l== Test Region x Test Région x1 rr-N .44s7 2T rrç :2555 -36- -TFS- zffi8 rr-N .4222 23 Ir-S .2536 37 Ir-S .27L29 II-N .4105 24 rr-S .2527 38' rr-S .268211 rr-N .4460 25 rr-S .2594 39 rr-S .276312 rr-N .3884 26 II-S .2524 40 rr-S .28L613 II-N .3430 27 II-S .2L76 4I II-S .283214 rr-N .3ss4 28 rr-S .260s 42 rr-s .2756
15 II-N .3890 29 II-S .2443
16 rr-N .35s0 50 rr-s .2566
L7 II-N .3633 37 II-S .2534
18 Ir-N .3489 32 rI-S .258319 II-N .3665 33 rI-S .2550
20 II-N .3894 34 II-S .2532
2r Ir-N .5866 35 rr-S .2653

t::..'.
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The boundary between these two regions r4ras then described by:

II-N - II-S bor¡rdary: Tn = I7.1 - 3.3(T_) .. (ViI-6)

The botndaries were also described by the values of other

variables which have already been defined:

Adiabatic line: ,p =

Ia-Ib boundary: f, =

I-IIboundâ.Tfia=

II-N - II-S bor.rndary: | =

II-III boundary: q =

III-W boundary: T =

ooc . .. (vrr-7)

0... ...0rr-8)
0.0282s cyrr-g)

0.31 . . (Vir-10)

ooc . .. (wr-11)

4oc . .0rr-12)
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APPEMIX WII

ERROR AMLYSIS

The sources of error discussed in the succeeding

sections were divided basically into two parts, extraneous

heat losses from the heated surfaces and errors in the values

of the measured or calculated variables.

WII-I Heat Losses

There were tlrree alternate paths of heat flow fron

the heated surfaces other than by free convection. They were

conduction from the side surface to the paraffin wax and

gaard heaters, conduction from the rear surface to the plexi-

glass tubing and fiberglass insulation and finally, conduction

through heater leads, voltage taps and thermocouples.

given by:

The side losses through the paraffin wax were

Q^,,^ = -kA¡T/L ..(Wrr-l)
's10e

rdr.ere k = thermal conductivity of paraffin wax

= 0.001 w/cln/oc

A = cross-sectional area of paraffin gap

= 0.L42 cntZ

aT = maximum temperature imbalance across gap

= 0.10 oC



¡Ì'l:'lìi':"tÈ

L = length of paraffin gap

= 0.145 cm.

The naximr.rn loss was 9.79 x tO-S W on each side or a total of

1.958 x 10-4 W. The test with the minimr.un heater power was

test #42 which had one heater with a power of 0.345 W. There-

fore, the maximun percentage side loss was 0.06%.

The back losses I,vere approximated by assuming that

the heat flowing out of the rear surfaces of the heaters then

flowed axially along the plexiglass tubing and fiberglass in-

sulation. The problem then became one of one dimensional con-

duction in concentric cylinders which is described by:

Qback = -Gfi + krL2)eplL . Cwrr-z)

where k, = thermal conductivity of plexiglass

= 1.869 x 1o-3 w/cn/oc

k, = thermal conductivity of fiberglass

= 0.346 x 10-3 w/cn/oc

A, = cross-sectional area of plexiglass

= 1.585 cm2

A, = cross-sectional area of fiberglass

= 5.L73 cm?

L = tubing length in which temperature drop occurs

= 10.16 crn.

'': .::

l.36
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For test #1 (un t4.sloC1, %ack = 0.007 lV. Since heat flows

axially fron both ends of each heater, the total loss would

be twice this anount or 0.014 W. The percentage losses for

the different heaters of this test varied from a minimum of

0.ßZ to a rnaximun of 0. 25%. For test #49 (uO 1.76oC) ,

Qback = 0.002 W. The percentage errors ranged from a low of

0.L7% to a high of 0.55%. These two tests represented the

maxim¡n and ninjmtrn temperature differences, 0p.

The wire losses consisted of three separate itens.

The heater leads both lost heat by conduction and gained heat

by Joule heating. It was desired to design the apparatus so

that the leads would be the correct length to balance both of

the above processes and leave the teraperature gradient in the

Leads equal to zero at the point where they were connected to

the heaters. The formula for the correct lead length was:

(vrrr-3)

where k = thermal conductivity of copper leads

= 3.893 w/cn/oc

0- = maximum elpected temperature differencep

= 26.8 oc

S = maximurn internal heat generation rate of

the leads based on a heater pohrer of 25 W.

= 2.I3I W/q,r3

.:t

L - (zke /S\r/2
r-



The calculated optimtm lead length was 9.9 cm. However, the

length of the apparatus necessitated a ninjmr¡n lead length of

25 cm. Therefore, there r^Ias a positive temperature gradient in

the heater leads at the heaters (i.e. the heaters ltlere gain-

ing heat fron the heater leads). The heat gain was given by:

Qleads = (sAL/z) - (kAep/L) .. . .. (wri'4)

wherie A = cross-sectionaL atea of heater leads ,",',,,.',
l:,: i.: 

:,:- 
, :

_7 .'
= 3.243 x 10 " cmo

L = heater lead length
i

= 25 cm.

For a temperature difference of 26.8oC and a heater power of

25 W, this gain turned out to be 0.073 rtl. The total heat gain

was twice this amor¡nt, or 0.146 W, since each heater had two

leads attached to it. The loss in the voltage tapr leads was

given by:

\¡.r. = -kAen/L .. (WII-S)

where k = 3.ggSw/q\/oC

A=5,243x10-3ct2

e = 26.8oCp

L=25cm.

i,1, -l',..'.l
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This loss r^¡as 0.014 W for each voltage tap or 0.028 W for

each heater. The losses in the thermocor-rples were given by:

Qr/c = -Gr*kz)Rep/L . .Cwrr-É)

where k, = thermal conductivity of copper wire

= 5.893 ttl/qn/oC

k, = thermal conductivity of constantan

= 0.2I4 vt/m/oC

A - cross-sectional area of thermocouples

= 5.067 x L0-4 srrZ

L = length of thermocouples in cylinder

= 25 c¡n.

The loss in each thermocouple worked out to be 0.002 W. Each

nain heater used in the calculations had. two thermocouples

mounted on its surface (in fact, some had three). Therefore,

the total thermocouple loss was 0.004 W. The total wir:ê heat

gain was:

Qwire = Qleads * t¡.r. * Qr/c

= 
.0.146 . .0. 028 - . 0.004

= 0.114 W ... ....glf f -7,;.¡

Assuling the same heater pohrer as that used to calculate S
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(25 W), the percentage gain was 0.46%. This percentage would

be relatively constant for other heater poltiers since all three

components of the total loss depended on the heater porver and

consequently on the temperature differenc", ,p

VIII-2 lt{easurernent Errors

The current in each circuit was calculated using a

standard resistor of lcrown resistance. These resistors were

not calibrated before use j¡r the present erçerimental work.

The tolerance listed by the manufacturer was 7% of the stated

resistance and was believed to be a fairly reliable estjmate

of error since these resistors exceeded nilitary specification

]'{IL-R.18546 which is the specification for housed chassis-

moirnted power resistors.

The resistance change due to heat buildup was neglect-

ed for two reasons. First, aII tests were conducted far below

the rated pol,rer of 50 W. For instance, the highest average

por^¡er through the standard resistor, which occurred in test #1,

was 1.653 IV or 3.3Iro of. the rated load while the minimun av-

erage pohrer (test #11) was 0.109 l,il or 0.22% of the rated load.

Second, the standard resistors were i¡rnersed in a constant

temperature mineral oil bath to insure that heat did not build

up in the resistors housings.

The voltages were measured on a Keithley rnodel 160

digital nultimeter which had a claimed accrrracy of t0 .I% of

fu1l scale or one unit, whichever in¡as the greater. The lowest

,'t:-..i!:;;.)ä



readings taken in any one voltage range were about L8% of fu1l

scale. The maximrrn error would therefore be expected to be in

the range of 0.56%.

The surface temperatures used in all of the calcu-

lations were actuaLLy averages of the experimental data and

hence, were strbject to a certain degree of error. Table 11

shows the deviations from isothermal conditions of each of the

fifty-six tests conducted. The average root mean square peï-

centage deviation of the temperature data was 1.54%. The

measurements of the bulk I4/ater temperature hlere more accurate.

The three therrnopiles usually agreed. to within 0.01oC, which

would translate into an error between 0.0:6'6 and 0 .93%. In most

tests, the water temperature was between 2 and soc, giving an

error in the order of 0.33e0 to 0.50%.

", r.: The thermocouple wire was not calibrated before be-

ginning the oçerjmental work. Yuil1 [48] had calibrated his

wire and foi¡nd that it agreed almost exactly with the tabulated

yalues for copper-constantan wire pr,rblished by the U.S.National

Bureau of Standards. Therefore, his voltage-temperature re,:

lationship was used in the present work. It was:

T = I0,00852 + 46.90s03(e/1000)

- 1.514s6s(e/1000)2

+ 0.001818864(e/1000) 3llr. 
S

L4T

. . (yirr-8)
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TABLE 11

Deviations From An Isothermal Cylinder

742

I4ax. R.M.S.
Error Error
(%) (%)

4.92 ?. 8s

- 5. 51 Z 
'.16

-3.88 2.02

-2.90 L.s7

-2.36 L.25

-3.23 L.64

2.98 L.42

-L.78 0.96

-2.r0 r.23
1. 89 I.23

-3.68 L.76

-2.74 1.50

2.44 0.86

-1.65: 0.97

-2.3L 0. 99

3.97 L.70

3.27 L.37

T.82 0.99

-3.98 2.4L

2.06 0.96

-1.60 0.86

2.06 0.87

2.7L 1. 09

4.49 2.26

-2.55 r.32

2.06 0. 82

4.24 1.68

r.70 L.r4

Test
No. Region

]. II-N
2 TTÍ

5 III
4 III
5 III
6 IÏÏ
7 TIT

8 II-N
9 II-N

10 III
11 IT-N

L2 TI-N

L3 II-N
L4 II-N
15 II-N
16 II-N
T7 II-N
18 II-N
19 II-N
20 II-N
2T IÏ-N
22 II-S
23 II-S
24 II-S
25 ïr-S
26 ïr-S
27 II-S
28 II-S

Bulk
Temo.

fc)
r.82
2.98

3.74

5. J¿

2.65

3.35

3. 58

110

3.02

3.29

3.66

3. 51

2.7 5

2.50

2.14

2.30

2.68

2.94

3.09

3.23

3.35

2.L0

r.73
1. s6

1. 54

1. 63

1.66

1. 87

Surface
Temo.

fc)
16. *
14. 56

10. 68

L2.2L

13. 09

TL.28

L0.62

10.08

8. 71

8. 16

5.93

6.L7

8. 59

9.73

L2.2t
10.54

9.?,s

7.98

7.65

7.38

6.83

9.02

9.97

10.40

10.61

70.27

9. 59

9.73

Temp.
Diff.
(oc)

u*?
11. 59

6.94

8. 89

L0.44

7.93

7. 05

7.29

5. 69

4. 86

2.27

2.66

s.84

7.23

10. 08

8.23

6.57

s. 05

4.56

4. 1s

3.48

6.92

8.24

8.84

9.07

8. 58

7 .73

7.86

Ivfax.
Error

(ocl

0.vr
-0.64
-0.27

-0.26
-0.25

-0.26

0.2r
-0.13
-0.r2
0. 09

-0.08
-0.07

0. 14

-0.12

-0.23

0.33

0.2r
0. 09

-0.18

0. 09

-0.06

0. 14

0.22

0.40

-0.23

0.18

0.33

0. 13



Test
No. Region

29 II-S
30 II-S
3L II-S
32, II-S
33 II-S
34 II-S
55 II-S
36 II-S
37 II-S
38 II-S
39 II-S
40 II-S
4L II-S
42 II-S
43 I
44r
45r
46 IV
47 IV
48 IV
49 IV
50IV
51 IV
52 IV
53 IV
54 IV
55W
56 IV

TABLE 11 (continued)

DéviationS Fróm an lSóthénnal Cylinder

r43

it¡trax. I,lax. R.M.S.
Error Error Error
(oc) (%) (%)

-0.10 -r.42 0.69

0.I2 1.80 1. 04

0. 11 L.7 6 0.79

0. 11 1. 81 0. 83

0.10 L.79 T.23

-0.09 -t.77 1.13

0.07 r.44 0.79

0.09 2.0I I.07
0.07 r.62 0.69

0. 09 2.22 0. 99

0 "07 L.87 0.79

-0.05 -L.32 0.84

-0.04 -1.58 0.92

-0.04 -1.31 I.02
- 0.16 - 5.32 4.07

-0.2r -3.43 2.?7

-0.10 -2.06 L.28

- 0. 51 - 6. 80 4.93
-0.19 -4. s8 2.43

0.08 4.57 2.25

0. 08 4.38 2.84

0,L2 5.27 2.60

0.09 3.00 2.04

0.L2 4.10 Z.L4

0.r2 3"47 L.77

-0.09 -2.Ls I.43
0 " 15 2.79 L.92

0.16 3.24 1. 81

Bulk
Tenn.
fcj-:-
I.97
2.L5

2.26

2.36

2.43

2.53

2.65

2.7 4

2.85

2.92

3.02

3. 09

3.L7

3.23

1. 69

I.07
1. 31

9. 58

L2.20

15. 79

16. 18

13.42

T2.20

13.97

TL.T7

9.7r
8.33

6.73

Surface
Teno.
(ocJ'

t*
8. 90

8. s6

8. 38

8. 14

7.84

7 .70

7;4L

7.2L

6.97

ó. 80

6.66

6.43

6.18

4.64

7.24

5. 99

17. 08

L6.32

17 .57

17.94

15.73

15.14

16.77

14.156.i

13.92

15.01

11. 69

Temp.
Diff.
(oc)

7.20

6.75

6. 30

6.02

5.7r
5. 31

5. 0s

4.67

4.36

4. 05

s.78

3.57

3.26

2.94

2.95

6.16

4.69

7. 50

4.TZ

L.78

r"76
2.3L

2.94

2.80

3.39

4.2r
4.68

4.96
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where T = temperature (oC)

e = thermocouple voltage (uV)

The National Bureau of Standards stated that all conrnercial

thermocor-rple wire sent in to be tested agreed to within t2.5%

of these values. Th-is figure would seem to represent the order

of rnagnitude of error in the thermocotrple calibration.

The final possible source of error in temperature was

through the copper surface itself. The thermocouples actually

measured the tenperature on the back side of the copper plates.

The temperature change through the thiclcress of copper is

given by;

i.:':::t.: l

where h = surface conductance (w/snZ/oC)

0n = temperature difference, Tn-T-, (oC) 
: . , ,. ,

L = th_iCkneSS Of Cgppe1 plate ,;,:,;,',:,,,' ,'. ,'

= 0. 056 crn. .,r,,.:.. ,,,,,. .,:::
k = thermal conductivity of copper

= 3.893 W/qn/oC

The maximrrn surface conductance measured was in test #1,

where h = 0 .ozrtz4 y¡¡sn2¡oc and where 0n = 14.37oC, There-

fore, the rnaximum temperature difference across the copper



r^¡as -0.004oC and the maximtrn percentage eïror was 0 .02"ó.

The only other physical property which was measured

was the diameter of the cylinder, D. From an inspection of

Table 9 (Appendix VI) , the root mean square d.eviation of the

six measurements taken was 0.005 crn. or rouþhly 0.05%. The

last source of error was in the equations for the fluid prop-

erties given by Yuil1 [48] and by Dorsey [6]. These errors,

however, weïe extremely smal1 and insignificant when compared

to others, most notably the error due to the deviation from

isothermal conditions and fron the National Bureau of Standards

thermocouple correlation.

In conclusion, a detailed error analysis was not

performed becar:se the associated measureable experimental

errors were much smaller than the deviation of the average

heat transfer results from the correlations. The greater part

of these errors were attributed to random phenomena such as

vibrations from the fan motor, convective air currents on the

free surface produced by the fan itself or convective currents

set up in the water, all of which were undetectable and im-

possible to measure quantitatively.

'. ,ì'.: - .' :
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